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Looking for a leg up during the warm-weather driving season? Check 

out RepairLink, an easy-to-use online parts ordering system. Not 
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illustrations, price matching, and more. How convenient.
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E-COMMERCE IS 
RESHAPING THE SUPPLY 
CHAIN
As more companies sell 
product online and as 
traditional online retailers 
enter the market, the 
pressure is high on 
aftermarket suppliers to 
keep up with demand.
MOTORAGE.COM/KEEPUP

BUILDING A BRAND 
STORY
In this Remarkable 
Results podcast, learn 
how Kim Walker and her 
husband Brian, through 
Shop Marketing Pros, 
are helping shop owners 
hone their story and bring 
clients to their brand.
MOTORAGE.COM/STORY

MACS SPONSORING 
ELECTRONICS BOOT 
CAMP
MACS will sponsor the 
Automotive Software 
and Electronics Boot 
Camp with Dr. Mark 
Quarto in partnership 
with FutureTech Auto in 
Pennsylvania, Sept. 16-20.
MOTORAGE.COM/CAMP

SENATE APPROVES 
SMALL BUSINESS 
CYBERSECURITY 
TRAINING
Two bills approved 
by the Senate in late 
March would give small 
businesses the tools they 
need to safeguard against 
cybersecurity risks. 
MOTORAGE.COM/BILLS

TEXT TO PAY COMING TO 
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
BOLT ON TECHNOLOGY 
and 360 Payments have 
joined forces to offer 
automotive repair shop 
customers Text to Pay, the 
ability to pay repair bills 
from the convenience of 
their mobile phones
MOTORAGE.COM/TEXTPAY

>> CONTINUES ON PAGE 7

PANEL DISCUSSION

VEHICLE DATA 
ACCESS, CHOICE 
NECESSARY 

This year’s Washington 
Auto Show, which took 

place in early April at the Walter 
E. Washington Convention 
Center in Washington, D.C., 
featured some of the latest 
technological innovations driving 
the auto industry into new 
frontiers, including connected 
and autonomous vehicles. 
But what many consumers 
don’t know about are the vast 
amounts of data these vehicles 
collect — or with whom vehicle 
manufacturers share this data.

Your Car. Your Data. Your 
Choice., an education and 
advocacy initiative created to 
engage car owners, policymakers 
and other stakeholders on 
car data, brought together 
automotive, security and privacy 
experts, policymakers and 
consumer advocates for an 
engaging discussion on, “How 
the Connected Car Impacts 

HOW THE INDUSTRY IS FIGHTING 
FOR REPAIRERS, CONSUMERS
KRISTA MCNAMARA // 
Content Channel Director

DEARBORN — Preserving con-

sumers’ freedom of choice for ve-

hicle repairs and maintenance and data 

accessibility is an ongoing battle — one 

that industry associations and repre-

sentatives are fi ercely fi ghting.

Bill Hanvey, president and CEO of 

the Auto Care Association, sat down 

with Bill Long, president and CEO of the 

Motor Equipment Manufacturers Asso-

ciation (MEMA), during the Automo-

tive Aftermarket Suppliers Association 

(AASA) Vision conference in Dearborn, 

Mich., on April 3 about the steps being 

taken to ensure freedom of choice and 

access to data continues.

Hanvey first tackled the status of 

Right to Repair (R2R). When the cur-

rent R2R legislation was approved in 

Massachusetts in 2013, telematics was 

excluded because at the time, the in-

dustry wasn’t sure what it was and the 

potential, he said. Also, every OEM’s 

definition of telematics and the data 

available was, and remains, different. 

Now the associations are partnering to 

AASA VISION

>> CONTINUES ON PAGE 6
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build on the R2R brand.

“What we are trying to do together is preserve our industry, 

but when we get the right to that data, what can our industry be. 

We are trying to preserve our growth and efficiency,” Hanvey said. 

New legislation proposed in late 2018 seeks to amend the 

2013 law and includes some key elements: standardization of 

the mechanical and diagnostic data to and from the network 

of the vehicle; for model years 2022 and further to allow the 

repairer to access that data with a mobile device (scan tool, 

tablet, phone, etc); it requires that consumer be notified that 

their data is being stored and transmitted; and dictates how 

that notification will be sent to the consumer informing that 

their data is being stored and transmitted.

Currently, the legislation has 55 cosponsors, but the OEMs 

are working with lobbyists to fight this on the cybersecurity 

side, Hanvey said. 

Also, a coalition — the U.S. Vehicle Data Access Coaltion, 

which includes not only aftermarket trade groups like the Auto 

Care Association and the Automotive Service Association, but 

also the Coalition for Automotive Repair Equality (CARE), 

rental car companies, fleet groups, telematics companies and 

consumer groups, among others — is working to build this as 

a consumer data privacy issue.

The coalition believes Congress should have led the role in 

establishing standards for open data access for vehicle owners 

for all data generated, collected and stored by vehicles, Hanvey 

said. With the start of the 116th Congress in 2019, the Coalition 

supports enactment of legislation that safeguards the rights of 

vehicle owners to:

•  securely access and control their vehicle data, including 

authorizing access by third parties;

• directly, through in-vehicle access, in real-time;

•  through a technology-neutral, standards-based, secure in-

terface;

•  that provides interoperable and bi-directional communica-

tion with the vehicle

“It is important to get the consumer on our side. The rights 

of vehicle owners to control and access data generated by 

their vehicles is too important to be left unaddressed by 

Congress,” Hanvey said. The Coalition supports bi-partisan 

legislative efforts to establish a framework for securing the 

continued rights of vehicle owners — and the entities that 

secure the express permission of the vehicle owners — to con-

trol and access vehicle-generated data on a real-time, secure 

and competitive basis.”

Despite the challenges, and others that may be to come 

— such as encrypted software and data, Long said — the in-

dustry must instill the confidence of the consumers. 

>> CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
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Consumer Choice.” Each year, vehicles get “smarter” and 
infused with telematic technologies that enable real-time, 
wireless transmission of information related to driving 
behavior, vehicle health, GPS location and maintenance and 
repair data. However, as this technology advances, vehicle 
manufacturers are gaining exclusive access to, and control 
of, vehicle data at the expense of consumers. 

The discussion, hosted at the Marriott Marquis in 
downtown Washington, D.C. during the policy and media 
days of the Washington Auto Show, featured issue expert 
panelists Sally Greenberg, executive director of the National 
Consumers League; Joseph (Joe) Jerome, policy counsel for 
the Privacy & Data Project at the Center for Democracy & 
Technology; and Greg Potter, chief technology offi cer at the 
Equipment and Tool Institute.

Jeff Plungis, lead automotive investigative reporter at 
Consumer Reports, guided the 60-minute conversation and 
insightful Q&A session through a variety of topics related 
to vehicle data, including consumer rights, data privacy and 
potential federal and state policy proposals.

“So much of the debate around privacy right now is 
framed around the lens of Facebook and Google, and I 
understand that, but cars are a real manifestation of how the 
privacy rubber meets the road,” said Jerome.

Much of the dialogue focused on what drivers know about 
vehicle data, what data vehicles collect and why consumer 
access to and control of their vehicle data is vital.

“Yes, we should absolutely, as consumers, have access 
to data we generate,” said Greenberg. “We should know if 
it’s sold, shared, collected — consumers want to know that. 
Eighty-six percent of consumers say they want control of 
their vehicle’s data. I am concerned that we not leave this in 
the hands of automakers.”

The panel discussion also provided an opportunity to 
premiere The Driver Bill of Rights — a list of drivers’ inherent 
rights regarding the data their vehicles collect, such as the right 
to transparency about the data; the right to choose what data is 
collected; and the right to share repair and maintenance data. 

“If you don’t have a meaningful ability to say ‘no,’ then 
don’t attach the word consent to it, as it’s not real consent,” 
said Jerome. “As we’re seeing in the car space, people are 
concerned. When people say ‘no’ they don’t have options 
other than ripping stuff from their car.”

As far as the path forward, panelists discussed policy 
proposals at the federal and state level related to consumer 
data privacy, and cited the recently passed California 
Consumer Privacy Act and the European Union’s General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) as examples. 

>> CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
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OPERATIONS // SAFETY

WHAT ARE YOUR 
SAFETY BELIEFS?

W
hat does it mean when 

a person says that they 

“believe” something? 

In my view, the term is 

often misused. I see the word “belief” as 

having deeper meaning than what soci-

ety often allots to it. It is probably more 

accurate for a person to say “I think” or 

“I guess” rather than “I believe,” because 

the latter implies that you are certain of 

its truth. Our beliefs form the founda-

tion of our view of the world and act as 

our compass when we make decisions. 

Beliefs may even be important enough 

to an individual that they are willing to 

fi ght for them.

Some of our beliefs have been stated 

so many times that they can now be 

classified as platitudes. A platitude is 

a moral statement that has been over-

used to the extent that it has lost mean-

ing. When we hear the same phrase 

over and over, the effect is dulled and 

it doesn’t grab our attention any longer.  

Those beliefs (now platitudes) are still 

represented by a voice in our conscious-

ness, but they are no longer dominant 

voices and can be easily overruled by 

other concerns.

Many of us would say that “Safety 

First” ranks among our personal beliefs. 

We often don’t give it a second thought 

when we say it or see it on a poster, be-

cause we have heard it innumerable 

times over the years and nobody seems 

to ever question it. However, while it 

seems to be the right thing to say, do we 

actually believe it and act on it? 

Mike Rowe of TV’s Dirty Jobs fame 

has some interesting thoughts on the 

subject. Rowe has proclaimed the idea of 

“Safety Third,” which immediately grabs 

his viewers’ attention. No matter how you 

interpret his statement, it causes you to 

stop and wonder who would have the 

nerve to say such a thing. Taken at face 

value, Rowe appears to be an unfeeling 

brute to say that any concern could be 

more important than safety.

My personal take on Rowe’s Safety 

Third declaration is that he is trying 

to get people to think about what they 

truly believe. He is absolutely correct 

when he says that Safety First has be-

come a platitude that no longer has the 

desired effect on the listener or the per-

son who utters it. Many of us have been 

conditioned out of believing that safety 

TONY MARTIN // Contributing Editor

Not keeping safety top of mind 
makes injury that much more likely

PHOTO: GREGOR SCHUSTER / GETTYIMAGES.COM
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SAFETY

should be the dominant concern when 

we make decisions.

Our problem with the safety message 

is that it implies an investment, and to 

some extent, deferred gratification. As 

humans, we have certain traits that have 

always been and will never change, and 

one of those is our bent towards what 

I call “Faster Easier.” We analyze pretty 

much every task we perform in terms 

of how much time and effort it will re-

quire to get the job done. Decisions on 

the methods we will use are often made 

with the goal of reducing the personal 

investment required to complete the 

task. Risk can also be a factor in our de-

cision making, but we tend to downplay 

the risk if we perceive there is a signifi-

cant reward waiting for us.

This is where our beliefs come in to 

play, and unfortunately, many of us cling 

to beliefs that run counter to the safety 

message. Worse yet, these are the beliefs 

that tend to be reinforced by our inclina-

tion to Faster Easier. While the still small 

voice of safety isn’t completely muted, it 

tends to be drowned out by the voices 

that advocate for getting the job done as 

quickly and easily as possible. 

So, what are the beliefs that influ-

ence our decision making towards 

putting ourselves and our coworkers 

at risk? I would suggest that for many 

of us, these beliefs reside in our sub-

conscious, only making themselves 

known when we are under pressure to 

get a task done. Let’s take a look at some 

common examples and consider care-

fully whether we grant them safe harbor 

in our personal belief system.

Safety and production are two 

different things

Th e age-old struggle between produc-

tion and safety will probably never go 

away. Th is is driven by our natural ten-

dency to acquire a case of tunnel vision 

as we work. In the here and now, it can 

be enormously difficult to discipline 

oneself to see the bigger picture, which 

is that incidents are so expensive that 

safety has become a solid business de-

cision. When I say incidents are expen-

sive, I’m not just talking about the dollar 

value. Th e physical, emotional, and spir-

itual costs related to a workplace injury 

cannot be quantifi ed in those terms.

An interesting aspect of this belief is 

how its voice gets louder as the work day 

progresses. As the worker draws closer 

to quitting time, their ability to objec-

tively analyze risk diminishes. That, 

combined with the overvalued reward 

of getting home on time often leads 

workers to make bad safety decisions 

late in their shifts. 

Taking risks makes me a 

better employee

Some workers believe that their super-

visor would prefer them to stick their 

necks out, if necessary, to get their jobs 

done. Th is might be an accurate percep-

tion, as it could very well be that their 

supervisor has made room in their per-

sonal belief system for this attitude.

The supervisor has the most control 

over whether this belief takes a foothold 

in their workforce. Without even realiz-

ing it, they may be rewarding their work-

ers for taking risks by slapping them on 

the back for getting a job done quickly, 

while not bothering to ask whether they 

had done it as safely as they could have. 

This is known as tacit approval, where 

the supervisor reinforces unsafe behav-

ior by not asking nor saying anything 

when they suspect their workers are 

assuming inappropriate risk to get their 

jobs done.

The only way to dampen this voice 

is to demand accountability from the 

people who work for you. Think care-

fully about whether you unintentionally 

reward your workers for unsafe behavior 

and consider ways of giving “carrots” to 

those who do work safely, even if they 

take more time to get their jobs done.

My shortcut will always work

Faster Easier leads humans to take short-

cuts whenever possible. So, for every task 

we are faced with, we are immediately 

thinking about ways that we can reduce 

the time and eff ort required to complete 

the job. Th is may lead us to take shortcuts 

that could get the job done faster, but 

might also increase our risk.

Shortcuts are brain candy. When we 

get a job done more quickly or with less 

effort, we feel smarter than those who 

came up with the procedure we were 

supposed to follow. This also reinforces 

our resolve to “beat the system” anytime 

we can, as well as increasing our overall 

risk tolerance.

When we attempt a shortcut for the 

first time, we may not know for sure if 

it will work, so we watch carefully to 

make sure it doesn’t go sideways on us. 

However, if we manage to pull it off and 

nothing bad happens, we immediately 

start down a slippery slope where we get 

comfortable and stop thinking about the 

risks we assume when we take that short-

cut. Eventually, the time comes where a 

variable changes and an incident occurs.

Just because a shortcut has worked 

in the past, it doesn’t mean it will always 

work. There are always variables that 

must align in your favor in order to suc-

cessfully complete a task. If you get com-

fortable with a shortcut you’ve devised, 

your guard is lowered and you eventu-

ally stop asking “what could go wrong?” 

The voice of this belief is much louder 

now, making it more likely to drown out 

the still small voice of safety.

The people you work with could be 

the best antidote to this belief. Are you 

open to hearing outside opinions on 

your work practices? Think carefully 

about how you respond to your co-

workers when they approach you with 

a safety concern. If you react negatively 

to a coworker’s efforts to keep you safe, 

you are sending out a message that you 

aren’t interested in other people’s opin-
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ions regarding safety. This could be your 

undoing, because your coworkers are 

going to withdraw from you and won’t 

be there to serve as the voice of safety 

when you need them the most.

The rules are written in blood, 

but not MY blood! 

In other words, it won’t ever happen to 

me. You can pretty much rest assured 

that anyone who has been injured or 

killed in the workplace had thought this 

at one time.

We often associate this belief with 

the youngest, least experienced workers, 

but that is a myth. The truth is that this 

thinking is rampant among workers of 

all ages, particularly those who haven’t 

suffered loss due to a workplace injury. 

The majority of workers who get hurt or 

killed in workplace incidents are veter-

ans, and in many cases they are within 

a few years of retirement.

It is sad to say that the most effec-

tive method for lowering the volume of 

this voice is a workplace incident that 

involves yourself or someone close 

to you. While this is the most effective 

method, it is certainly the least desirable.  

Do your best to learn from the mistakes 

of others through incident reports and 

personal stories shared by your cowork-

ers. And, remember that a little humility 

goes a long way; never allow arrogance 

to overrule your personal voice of safety. 

Someone other than me 

should be most concerned 

about my safety 

If this is one of your personal beliefs, I 

would pose this question to you. Who 

will suff er the most if you get hurt in a 

workplace incident? Anyone who says 

that their employer will be impacted 

more than themselves needs more in-

formation. Your employer will be set 

back on a fi nancial level. However, you 

could lose everything that is important 

to you, I daresay everything that defi nes 

you, if you don’t work safely.

I would encourage you to do an audit 

of your personal safety beliefs. This could 

be a difficult exercise and will require 

brutal honesty on your part. However, 

the rewards can be great because purg-

ing beliefs that serve to compromise your 

personal safety will help you, your family 

and your coworkers prosper. 

Our second annual Virtual Tool Showcase event 

features SUPER SPECIALS at every turn!

Midstate Tool is a complete professional quality tool, 

equipment and auto-body supply master warehouse.  

We stock over 250 USA-based brand-name  manufac-

turers’ complete lines with parts and accessories.

Visit our web site: www.midstatetool.com

virtualTOOLshowcase
Register Here to Begin Your Virtual Showcase Adventure!

Featured Lines:

Be our guest online! 

May 16-31,
2019

www.

.com

A Tool Show at Your 
Fingertips 24/7

TONY MARTIN is the 
author of Tuning In to Safety, 
a book written to help 
workers get their priorities 
straight in regards to safe 

work practice. Tony is employed in the 
mining industry in Fairbanks, Alaska. He is a 
qualified Heavy Duty Equipment Mechanic 
and former post-secondary level educator.  
tony@tuningintosafety.com
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Motorcraft® is a registered trademark of Ford Motor Company.

Right part. Priced right.

Meet the new line of coated rotors from Motorcraft .® They fi t a wide range 

of Ford and Lincoln models, help resist corrosion and provide OE-level 

quality at an attractive price. See your dealer or distributor for the details.
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Three ways to stop trading 

profit for convenience

I
n today’s digital world, there are not 

many shops doing things the “old-

fashioned way.” There are many 

Point of Sale (POS) systems specifi c 

to the automotive industry. Automation 

saves time and helps us become more 

efficient, but the downside is you may 

be sacrificing maximum profit and the 

needs of your customers. Some things we 

used to do the old-fashioned way should 

stay that way. Here are the top three: 

1. Review customer history 

Many service advisors are not thorough-

ly reviewing a customer’s history. Some 

may be looking at what services were 

already performed, but many are not 

looking for what we haven’t done yet.  

If your service advisor is not thor-

oughly reviewing the history for what 

services have and have not been per-

formed, you are not alone. Somewhere 

along the line in this modern world, we 

forgot that it’s the service advisor’s job 

to make recommendations based on 

time and mileage. It is the technician’s 

job to make recommendations based 

on condition.   

2. Read between mileage 

intervals 

Another common mistake is when the 

advisors and techs only make mainte-

nance recommendations at the mileage 

intervals of 30, 60, 90, etc. If a customer 

has a service performed off  the tradition-

al mileage interval, other services can 

slip through the cracks. Don’t miss out 

on services that are due at diff erent in-

tervals, like cabin air fi lters, for example. 

3. Use a checklist 

To ensure that your service advisor cov-

ers all bases, use a checklist that we refer 

to as the “Nowhere to Hide Form.” It lists 

the most common wearable items by 

time and mileage. Add the mileage and 

time interval that your shop recommends 

those items be serviced. Th en, when re-

viewing the history, your advisor can add 

the date of the last service of each item, 

the mileage that service was performed, 

and mark whether that service is due now 

based on time and/or mileage. Th e form 

then goes out to the techs as a companion 

to their courtesy inspection where they 

will verify condition.  

Need a checklist? Use ours! 

To get a copy of ATI’s customizable ser-

vice advisor checklist and watch the vid-

eo that walks you through how to use it, 

go to www.ationlinetraining.com/2019-05.  

Are your service advisors 

thorough?  

Let us be the judge! Get our checklist 

and we will perform an RO review of any 

fi ve repair orders you email to ATI Coach 

Kim Hickey at roreview@autotraining.net.

We will then contact you for a confi den-

tial review of our fi ndings.

MY RECOMMENDATIONS 
ARE NOT ABOUT SELLING 
UNNECESSARY SERVICES. 
THEY’RE ABOUT PROPERLY 
EDUCATING AND ADVISING 
YOUR CUSTOMERS ABOUT 
THEIR VEHICLES AND THE BEST 
WAY TO MAINTAIN THEM.

// PROFIT MOTIVE

Automation may be preventing you from addressing your customers’ needs

CHRIS “CHUBBY” 
FREDERICK is the CEO 
and founder of the Automotive 
Training Institute. ATI’s 130 
full-time associates train and 
coach more than 1,500 shop 
owners every week to drive 

profits and dreams home to their families. Our 
full-time coaches have helped our members 
earn over 1 BILLION DOLLARS in a return 
on their coaching investment since ATI was 
founded. This month’s article was written 
with the help of former shop owner and ATI 
member, Head Coach Kim Hickey. 
chubby@autotraining.net
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OEM-GRADE SOLUTIONS

LEAKS DON’T STAND A CHANCE

FREE

CO-SOLVENT

TO LEARN MORE, SCAN QR CODE OR 

VISIT: WWW.TRACERPRODUCTS.COM

Tracerline® leak detection dyes are co-solvent free and are 

approved by industry leading OEMs worldwide. Dealerships 

around the world rely on the Tracerline®  brand to deliver safe, 

accurate and fast results.

LeakFinder® is a cost-effective solution for the

automotive aftermarket.

TWO BRANDS 

THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN AUTOMOTIVE LEAK DETECTION
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COST 
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Educate the customer on 
the labor component

T
he most progressive independ-

ent shops have become very 

focused on their knowledge 

base within their operation. 

With the shortage of competent tech-

nicians within the industry, we have to 

acknowledge that a shop’s skill level that 

has been achieved is expressed through 

its labor rate. No shop has the right to 

charge top rates to the public if they are 

incompetent in terms of automotive 

maintenance/repair knowledge; con-

versely, too many shops do not charge 

enough for the skill level they have ac-

quired. Skilled shops must charge the 

right dollar for their skill level.  

For 15 years now we have been talk-

ing about the necessity of a minimum 

of two door rates. The first is a basic 

mechanical rate used for work such as 

brakes and suspension, and the second 

is a diagnostic rate representing the skill 

required to diagnose a drivability prob-

lem or interpretation of information. 

Vehicle complexity requires a broader 

depth of knowledge and to maintain the 

right technician skill level to handle the 

technology, the right dollars must flow 

into a shop to support its capabilities. 

The basic mechanical door rate is 

established for “remove, replace and re-

pair.” The second door rate is established 

for electrical diagnostics and is usually 

referred to as the shop’s “diagnostic rate.” 

This labor rate is used for interpretation 

or analyzation of numbers, graphs, elec-

trical and codes. This rate is critical in 

order to bring in the right dollars to sus-

tain the right skill level. In this category, 

more training, more equipment and 

more one-on-one time with the client 

is required to sustain shop credibility. 

Consequently, the lower mechanical 

door rate is not sufficient. 

Time to introduce your clients 

to a third door rate

We now need a third door rate. A shop 

must acquire specifi c skills over a period 

of time in order to complete the loop of 

knowledge to serve a client profession-

ally. Th e critical business philosophy to 

understand is that a client is not paying 

a shop “to fi x a problem now.” Th e client 

is paying the shop for “the knowledge 

obtained to this point in time.” To gain 

this knowledge, a shop has and does in-

cur costs, and future knowledge will in-

cur additional costs if the shop wants to 

remain on top of their game. Rates will 

be adjusted as these future costs and 

investments are continually evaluated.  

The client today requires the right 

service backed up with the business phi-

losophy of: “We will not let you down.” 

The right service simply means apply-

ing the right skill level in the shop to 

deal with the task that is required to be 

solved. It is important for management 

to deploy the right skill level on a job 

with the end result being a totally satis-

fied client leaving the building. 

This new third door rate represents 

a skill level that is often overlooked. Our 

clients have shown that it can represent 

in the range of an additional $20,000 to 

$30,000 per year today in a 6- to 8-bay op-

eration when executed properly. Over the 

next five years, this third-rate income will 

grow substantially for all the shops who 

are on top of their knowledge base. With 

this much money involved, it is definitely 

worth consideration. This third door rate 

is called the re-flash rate. It represents the 

skills and processes required to reset the 

vehicle’s computer from an OEM website 

with a vehicle computer update and/or 

where a basic reset of the vehicle’s com-

puter is required. The OEM websites for 

the re-flash subscriptions and process 

can be found on the NASTF website at 

www.nastf.org.    

There are mathematical formulas 

and procedures to establish and imple-

ment all the various labor rate levels; 

however, the point is to acknowledge 

that the consumer has not been prop-

erly educated as to what the labor rate 

in a shop stands for. The important point 

for management to understand here is 

to ensure the implementation and ex-

ecution of the philosophy “We will never 

let you down” and “This is what we re-

quire to do it right.” 

PROVIDING THE RIGHT SERVICE 
MEANS APPLYING THE RIGHT 
SKILL LEVEL IN THE SHOP TO 
DEAL WITH THE TASK THAT 
NEEDS TO BE SOLVED.

// FINANCIAL FIGURES

Shops must have multiple labor rates to cover the scope of work necessary

BOB GREENWOOD, 
AMAM, is president 
and CEO of Automotive 
Aftermarket E-Learning 
Centre Ltd. (AAEC), 
which provides business 
management resources for 

the automotive aftermarket. Bob has more 
than 36 years of business management 
experience and is one of 150 worldwide 
AMi-approved instructors.
greenwood@aaec.ca
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JOIN AT

ASAshop.org

//            INSIGHT

Congress debates privacy, 

data access, cybersecurity

T
he 115th Congress saw limited suc-

cess in resolving many questions on 

vehicle data access and cybersecu-

rity. One signifi cant missed oppor-

tunity was the failure to pass the U.S. Senate 

AV START Act, which included the Inhofe 

Amendment, language establishing a stake-

holder advisory committee at the National 

Highway Traffi  c Safety Administration (NHT-

SA) to exchange views on vehicle data access 

and cybersecurity. 

Recently the U.S. House Energy and Com-

merce Committee’s Subcommittee on Con-

sumer Protection and Commerce held its first 

hearing on privacy. Beginning so early in the 

new Congress with the issue of privacy and 

data access demonstrates the importance of 

these issues for the 116th Congress. 

Important for this discussion is the biparti-

san interest in protecting consumers’ privacy. 

As the Automotive Service Association and 

other stakeholder organizations work to assure 

vehicle repair shops have access to the neces-

sary data and tools to repair newer vehicles, pol-

icymakers in this first Subcommittee hearing 

have reminded us that the consumer privacy issue is of great-

est concern. House Energy and Commerce Chairman Frank 

Pallone, Jr. (D-NJ) and Consumer Protection and Commerce 

Subcommittee Chair Jan Schakowsky (D-IL) wrote to the Fed-

eral Trade Commission (FTC) following the hearing outlining 

concerns about protecting consumer privacy rights.

The Committee released the FTC letter and noted key 

provisions: “We are writing today to better understand the 

resources that FTC needs to fulfill its important consumer 

protection mission and meet the challenges posed by rapid 

changes in technology. A series of recent high-profile privacy 

incidents have caused significant concern to consumers and 

this Committee. For every high-profile case, there are many 

more that do not get attention in the press and therefore may 

not be prioritized by the FTC. Nevertheless, consumers may 

face significant harm from these less well-

known privacy and data security incidents.” 

Pallone and Schakowsky requested re-

sponses from the FTC to questions including:

• What resources would the FTC require 

to boost its enforcement activity with respect 

to privacy and data security? How would the 

FTC deploy new resources if it were to receive 

an additional $50 million for consumer protec-

tion and privacy? How about $75 million? How 

about $100 million? 

• If Congress directed the FTC to hire 

technologists to aid in case development, en-

forcement, rulemaking and/or policy recom-

mendations, what resources would the FTC 

need and how would the agency deploy those 

new resources? 

• If the FTC received notice-and-comment 

rulemaking authority with respect to privacy 

and data security, would the FTC require ad-

ditional resources to develop and update new 

rules without detracting from the agency’s en-

forcement activity? 

• What would the FTC be able to accom-

plish with 100 new attorneys focused on pri-

vacy and data security that it cannot do currently?

It is anticipated that numerous data access and cyber secu-

rity bills will be introduced in the coming months impacting 

automotive repairers. This is already occurring at the state level 

including the California Consumer Privacy Act. NHTSA and 

the FTC have shown little interest in moving forward on these 

issues without congressional action. NHTSA has released sev-

eral guidance documents relative to new vehicle technologies 

and the responsibilities of state and federal governments. With-

out congressional action, we will likely see the proliferation of 

state activity on these most important issues. 

U.S. House, Senate committees take a look at privacy, access and threats

THE AUTOMOTIVE 
SERVICE ASSOCIATION 
IS THE LEADING 
TRADE ASSOCIATION 
FOR INDEPENDENT 
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE 
PROFESSIONALS. 

ROBERT REDDING is the Automotive Service Association’s 
Washington, D.C. representative. He has served as a member 
of several federal and state advisory committees involved in the 
automotive industry.  rlredding@reddingfirm.com



Powerful hardware and features
 f Android 5.0 plus 64GB SSD for fast processing, printing  

and file sharing

 f Ultra-crisp 7" and 10" high-resolution displays for optimum 

viewing in all lighting conditions

 f 5MP cameras enable sharing photos and vehicle scan 

reports

 f On ADS 625: wireless, J2534-compliant VCI and dual Wi-Fi 

cards for strong web and VCI connection, industry-leading 

full color OE system wiring diagrams

On-tool and online repair information*
Identifix database of over 30 million confirmed fixes, 

maintenance procedures, TSB references, key reprogramming, 

and more.

Lifetime Warranty** 
When you have an active, unlapsed diagnostics subscription.

Coverage
Full system coverage for Domestic, Asian and European 

vehicles, continually updated and enhanced.

No extra subscription fees
Repair-Source library, Identifix database, and more included 

with diagnostics subscription – over $3,000 annual value+.

*On-tool confirmed fix database powered by Identifix. Does not include Identifix subscription. Some assets require online access.

**Lifetime warranty applies only to tool hardware as long as owner maintains an active, unlapsed diagnostics subscription. 
+Based on similar annual repair information subscriptions, if purchased separately.

ADS 325 ADS 625

Ask your tool dealer about Bosch 

Diagnostics or visit boschdiagnostics.com

Engineered and 

assembled in 

the USA

Comprehensive OE service and repair information library includes DTC 

troubleshooting workflows, repair procedures, maintenance schedules, 

TSBs, wiring diagrams, component locations, labor times and more.

Bosch ADS Series
Now includes Repair-Source  
with software subscription
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CHRIS CHESNEY // Contributing Editor

O
ver the last several years 

I’ve written on many top-

ics related to the technician 

shortage, and I’ve often said 

that I’m influenced by the British-Ameri-

can leadership author, Simon Sinek. Two 

years ago, I heard a profound statement 

from him. He said that the youth of our 

world that we typically see as lazy, unin-

spired, lacking direction, un-committed 

etc., really know what they want in life. 

It’s as if they are standing at the base of a 

mountain and can see their dreams and 

goals at the top of the mountain. Howev-

er, they can’t see the mountain. Society 

and technology have enabled our youth 

to get what they want when they want it 

to the point if they don’t get it instantly 

or in the time that is acceptable to them, 

they go another direction.  

The answer is simple: we need to de-

scribe the way up the mountain! Surely 

then, as they take the path we describe 

and enable them to pursue, they’ll find 

their dream. This is a key element to what 

we as an industry must do by defining the 

career paths for those entering the indus-

try and those in our industry currently. 

But it is only one piece of the puzzle. 

The type of talent we need to attract 

are those who have a desire to solve 

problems and work in a high-tech in-

dustry. With the unstoppable onslaught 

of technology coming into our bays, we 

need technicians who have an insatiable 

thirst for understanding, analyzing and 

solving problems with these technolo-

gies. But those kids aren’t entering our 

industry because we don’t look like that. 

At the end of the day our industry is sell-

ing something the talent doesn’t want. 

We are selling the wrong mountain! 

We, the automotive service industry, 

must remodel ourselves in a way that at-

tracts talent to our doors. It must be dif-

ferent in the way of benefits, in the way 

of career pathways, and it must offer the 

same flexibility in time and life that the 

other industries that we are competing 

with offer. We must stand out. We must 

make our future workers learn about us 

and go WOW!  

We must learn to treat them as tech-

nologists, not grease monkeys. And the 

same goes for the sales and management 

staff. We are working on highly sophisti-

cated, extreme engineering marvels that 

cost more than the first two houses I 

owned. Yet we continue to sell on price 

and require our technicians to own their 

own tools and pay them based on flat 

rate. We put them in a dark hot box and 

give them a drop light and expect them to 

be perfect and fast. We expect our techs 

to never grow in their career. Sure, we 

train them enough to repair the next car 

in the bay, but we don’t ask them what 

their life goals are. We don’t ask what’s 

important to them. We offer discounted 

services to attract new customers, and we 

expect the production team to build the 

work along with producing the work. And 

at the end of the day we look exactly like 

our industry did 40 years ago.  

We as an industry need to totally re-

think how we attract young talent. If we 

don’t start changing today, our industry 

dies. A stark statement? Yes, but to at-

tract talent we need to transform our-

selves into an industry that is attractive.  

Think about how you position your 

business as a technology company that 

is focused on mobile sources. What 

are your entry requirements? Do you 

require a degree? Do you assist in get-

ting that degree? Do you provide all 

tools and equipment? Or better yet, do 

you have a facility that looks like a tech-

nology center rather than a poorly lit 

dungeon. Do you have a defined career 

path for your team that places them on 

a road of growth and encouragement? 

Do you offer benefits and flexible work 

hours that meet their needs and goals? 

Maybe that is as simple as assisting with 

child care or offering flexible work hours.  

Do you have a workflow that is well 

documented and includes a standard-

ized set of tools, equipment and pro-

cesses? Do you onboard your new staff? 

Does your business look like the rest of 

today’s industry? Think about what I’ve 

started here. Please don’t take it person-

ally, but consider its importance. What 

we are selling the youth of today isn’t 

attractive. We need a serious makeover, 

and this article was intended to start 

that discussion. It’s time to look at other 

mountains for inspiration.    

OFFER PATHWAYS OF SUCCESS TO ATTRACT YOUNG PEOPLE INTO THE MARKET

CHRIS CHESNEY is the 
Senior Director of Customer 
Training for Carquest 
Technical Institute (CTI) and 
Advance Professional.  
chris.chesney@carquest.com

Lead new industry recruits up 

the mountain
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TENS OF THOUSANDS
OF CARS LOOK A LOT COOLER.

MAKING 

TENS OF MILLIONS
OF CARS AND TRUCKS RUN COOLER.

SURPRISED? Continental knows OE because our belts are OE on millions of Chrysler, Dodge, Ford, GM, BMW and Volkswagen 

vehicles. Now with our OE Technology Series (OETS), you can install the aftermarket Multi V-Belt with the OE pedigree. Plus, 

there’s a Continental belt for 98% of the vehicles on the road. Get the full story at OETechnologySeries.com.
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TRAINING EVENTS

WATCH + LEARN

SERVICE REPAIR PROBLEMS AND 
SOLUTIONS THAT JUST MIGHT 
BENEFIT YOUR SHOP TECHNICIANS

MECHANICAL 
MOMENT

VEHICLE: 2008 Mini Cooper S 
(R56), L4-1.6L Turbo (N14), VIN 
WMWMF73518TV33661

MILEAGE: 114,261

PROBLEM: The exterior lights and 
windshield wipers were not working.

DETAILS: The customer mentioned that 
he regularly gets in the car with snow on 
his boots and the carpets get wet. When 
the technician connected his scan tool, he 
found 27 DTCs from numerous different 
modules: 12 from the FRM (Footwell 
Module), 4 from the DSC (Dynamic 
Stability Control) Module, 5 from the JBE 
(Junction Box Electronics) Module, 4 
from the DME (Digital Motor Electronics) 
Module, 1 from the CAS (Car Access 
System) Module, and 1 from the ACSM 
(Advanced Crash Safety Module).

Armed with that information, the Tech-
Assist consultant recommended that the 

technician inspect inside the FRM fi rst. 
Those modules have been notorious 
for having water infi ltration issues. The 
technician removed the cover and found 
that water had gotten into the module 
and caused corrosion of the circuit board. 

CONFIRMED REPAIR: Replacing the 
FRM and reprogramming it resolved all 
the problems, and the DTCs did not return.

Not an ALLDATA customer? Go to 
MotorAge.com/trialnow to start a 
free trial.

This tech tip and others come from 
ALLDATA Tech-Assist, a diagnostics 
hotline of ASE-certifi ed Master 
Technicians.

Whatever technicians need — from 
alternative diagnostic strategies to 
step-by-step repair assistance — the 
Tech-Assist Team can deliver. 

Learn more at ALLDATA.com.

MINI COOPER LIGHTS & WIPERS 
INOPERATIVE — 27 DTCS

STREAMING NOW!

Pressure Acquisition and Analysis, From the 
Inside Out
www.pressureanalysis.com

MAY 6-8

2019 Women’s Industry Network
Educational Conference
Westin Beach Resort
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

MAY 8-10

2019 Auto Care Association Spring 
Leadership Days
Hyatt Regency Coconut Point Resort and 
Spa
Bonita Springs, Florida

JUNE 22-24

SkillsUSA National Leadership & Skills 
Conference
Kentucky Exposition Center
Louisville, Kentucky

JULY 30-AUGUST 2

Association of Diesel Specialists 
International Convention  & Tradeshow
Rosen Shingle Creek
Orlando, Florida

SEPTEMBER 5-7

Mobile Tech Expo
South Point Hotel & Casino
Las Vegas, Nevada

NOVEMBER 5-7

AAPEX 2019
Sands Expo
Las Vegas, Nevada

How to engage youth in 

the automotive fi eld

MOTORAGE.COM/Youth

What is your 

pre-diagnostic routine?

MOTORAGE.COM/Prediagnostic

The importance of 

having a mentor

MOTORAGE.COM/Mentor

Diagnosing Chevy/GM low 

speed ABS activation

MOTORAGE.COM/ABSActivation
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THE REFRIGERANT MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM FROM YELLOW JACKET® 

MAKES IT EASY AND PROFITABLE.

Dial up service revenue by testing every vehicle 

that rolls into your shop. Our ManTooth™ Wire-

less Digital Gauge lets you quickly check an A/C 

system without pulling up to the larger RMS unit 
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A/C SERVICING — ARE 
YOU DOING IT RIGHT? 

WHILE A/C SYSTEM SERVICE IS FUNDAMENTALLY UNCHANGED, CHANGES IN TECHNOLOGIES 
AND SYSTEM DESIGNS REQUIRE YOU PAY MORE ATTENTION TO THE DETAILS.

// TRAINING

S
ystem refrigerant and oil ca-

pacities are smaller, R1234yf 

is more common, and loss 

due to refrigerant leakage 

impacts system performance more 

now than ever. Th e fundamentals you 

learned in school or on the job still apply 

when it comes to troubleshooting and 

servicing these systems, but they are in-

creasingly less tolerant of errors, so it’s 

important to pay attention to the details 

you may have forgotten. 

Let’s start with R134a 

In the early days of R134a, system re-

frigerant charges of two pounds or 

more were not uncommon. Over time, 

though, system capacities have become 

smaller with the current average hover-

ing just over a pound or so. And there 

are several models in production (and 

have been for the last few years) that use 

a little more than 10 ounces of refriger-

ant to cool the cabin. When you consid-

er that the industry standard variance 

is only +/- 10 percent, that means that 

an overcharge or undercharge will result 

with a variance of as little as one ounce! 

And what does that mean in the real 

world? 

Overcharged systems run hotter 

than they should, experiencing in-

creased compressor head tempera-

tures that can lead to breakdown of the 

lubricating oil and accelerated wear in 

the compressor. Undercharged systems 

are unable to keep the oil circulating 

through the system and that means oil 

starvation to the compressor with the 

same results. Of course, neither condi-

tion will be able to cool the cabin as ef-

PETE MEIER // Technical Editor

THE NEWEST MACHINES 
are certifi ed to recover 95 
percent of the system charge. 
Preheating the system can 
help you recover even more on 
that fi rst try.
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ficiently as a properly charged system. 

The R/R/R (Recovery/Recycle/Re-

charge) machines in use at the time 

did not have the capabilities needed to 

ensure the full recovery of the existing 

charge or the accurate refill of the ve-

hicle after the repairs were completed. 

Roughly 10-12 years ago, the SAE estab-

lished new standards for servicing mo-

bile air conditioning systems under SAE 

J2788. R/R/R machines made to these 

standards had to be capable of removing 

at least 95 percent of the vehicle’s charge 

and recharge the system to within 1/2 

ounce of the desired amount. Unfortu-

nately, there are still shops using their 

older equipment to service late-model 

systems. And those who did invest in the 

newer machines are bypassing some of 

the features in the interest of saving a 

few minutes on the job.  

Today, we’re faced with new chal-

lenges as more and more vehicles 

come equipped with R1234yf. The cost 

of the refrigerant makes recovering as 

much as possible more important than 

ever. Even with the recovery capabili-

ties of the latest machines, you can help 

the process by preheating the A/C sys-

tem before hitting the “start” button. 

Simply close the hood and run the en-

gine for five to 10 minutes to raise the 

temperature of the components (and 

pressure as a result) prior to evacua-

tion. You can also turn the heat on full 

blast in the cabin to coax more gas out 

of the evaporator. You’ll know you did 

the best you could if you open the sys-

tem and don’t hear the “hiss” of escap-

ing vapor! 

Along with refrigerant capacity, sys-

tem oil charges have also been on the 

decline. Here, too, accuracy is critical 

to a correct service. Too little oil will 

bear the obvious consequences while 

too much can actually coat the heat 

exchangers (condenser and evapora-

tor) internally, reducing their ability 

to dissipate the heat taken in by the 

refrigerant.  

And it’s not just quantity. It’s where 

you initially add the oil. When we com-

pleted a major repair in the old days 

(compressor and components), we 

would add half the oil charge directly to 

the compressor and split the remainder 

between the drier (accumulator), evap 

core and condenser. Today, most of the 

oil is supposed to remain in the com-

pressor — up to 75 percent in a running 

system — so be sure you follow the OEM 

service procedures to the letter. 

Keeping compressors healthy 

Leaks in the A/C system are inevitable 

over time. As the refrigerant is lost, the 

amount of liquid charge available in 

the evaporator drops and is less able to 

carry off  any oil that has collected there. 

In the meanwhile, normal wear in the 

compressor is causing the accumulation 

of fi ne, abrasive wear particles to collect 

in the oil, which are then transported 

throughout the system. Left unchecked, 

these factors eventually lead to the de-

mise of the original compressor. 

But replacing the compressor with-

out addressing the root causes is only 

asking for a repeat of the failure — 

often, a repeat that occurs much sooner 

than it took for the first compressor to 

die. I’m sure that many of you have 

seen that little written warranty notice 

many compressor manufacturers have 

been including in the parts box. It states 

the manufacturer’s requirement that 

the system be flushed and the accumu-

lator (and orifice tube) or the receiver/

drier be replaced at the same time the 

compressor is being replaced. Either 

that, or immediately void the warranty. 

Raise your hand if you’re following 

those directions! 

I absolutely insist that the accumu-

HEAT EXCHANGERS (condensers and evaporators) are moving to 
these fl at-tube designs. Note the small passageways and multiple fl ow 
paths. You are not going to fl ush these clean.

R1234YF MACHINES REQUIRE refrigerant identifi cation prior to 
recovery and it’s a “best practice” on any A/C system you service.
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lator/orifice tube (or the receiver/drier) 

be replaced whenever I perform an A/C 

system service, whether it be a new com-

pressor install or a simple leak repair. The 

main reason I do so is to ensure that what 

little remaining moisture left in the sys-

tem after I’ve had it under a vacuum is 

contained. I do not, however, flush the 

system — at least, not all of it — when 

performing a compressor replacement. 

For a long time now, the industry has 

been using flat tube, multi-path multi-

pass heat exchanger designs. There sim-

ply is no way to flush these components 

and be successful in getting all that abra-

sive debris out. The only right way to 

ensure that the debris is entirely gone is 

to replace the condenser and the evapo-

rator as part of the repair. The same is 

true of any line that has an inline filter 

or muffler in it. They cannot be flushed 

and must be replaced.  

I’ve already talked about oil a bit, 

but I do want to reiterate here that fol-

lowing the OEM procedure for adding 

oil to the system must be followed. It is 

also critical that you use the correct oil. 

If your R/R/R machine has an oil injec-

tion mode on it, do yourself a favor and 

DON’T use it. When your machine is 

being used to service a number of dif-

ferent vehicles, the oil in it is almost 

surely cross-contaminated and filled 

with moisture. You do know that PAG 

oil, like brake fluid, is hygroscopic, right?  

Another commonly missed step 

is a critical part of the install process. 

Once the compressor is bolted up, con-

nected and the system charged, be sure 

to rotate the compressor through several 

times to prevent the possibility of “slug-

ging” on initial start-up. On some mod-

els, this is a problem even in everyday 

use, and the ECM has a special logic in 

its programming to control initial com-

pressor engagement. There is nothing 

worse than suffering a hydraulic lock on 

that brand new compressor. 

Keeping you and your 

machine healthy  

Another issue that seems to be on the 

increase is contamination of the refrig-

erant charge in the customer’s vehicle. 

Counterfeit refrigerants are one cause 

— the most common, in my opinion — 

but not the only one. Th ere are too many 

YouTube “experts” that are showing un-

trained DIYers how to use alternative re-

frigerants in their systems, including the 

popular “Dust Off ” aerosol designed for 

use as a computer/electronics cleaner. 

Another source of potential trouble 

for you and your shop equipment is 

sealant. Stop by any big box retailer or 

automotive parts supplier, and you’ll see 

shelves filled with do-it-yourself cans of 

refrigerant. Look even more closely and 

you’ll see that nearly every one of them 

also contains some kind of sealant ad-

ditive. I’m not going to argue the merits, 

or lack thereof, of sealants in this article, 

but I will say that I know of no OEM that 

approves the use of sealants of any kind 

in any of their systems. And that’s good 

enough for me. 

Unfortunately, the DIYers aren’t lis-

tening to the OEs. And if a little is good, 

more must be better!  

In order to protect your own health 

and safety (from the possibility of blend 

or hydrocarbon-based alternative refrig-

erants that may be in the system) and 

your service equipment (from ingesting 

additives that may clog them up worse 

than eating 10 pounds of cheese), I’m 

going to once again preach to the need 

to perform a sealant check and a refrig-

erant identification prior to recovering 

the vehicle’s charge. Basic identifiers 

can be had for a nominal investment, 

and if you’ve already taken the plunge 

into service equipment designed for 

R1234yf, you know it’s not even an op-

tion. The high cost of the new gas makes 

it imperative that you don’t contaminate 

it with any other during recovery, and 

the R/R/R machine requires this step 

before allowing you to do so. 

Speaking of new machines and new 

refrigerants, it was brought to my at-

tention at the recent Mobile Air Con-

ditioning Society (MACS) conference 

that many of you are using R134a ma-

chines modified to recover R1234yf. I 

cannot stress how wrong that is, and I 

don’t blame you guys since many of you 

purchased the refits from “reputable” 

THE ORIFICE TUBE on the left is clogged with a sealant additive while the one on the right is shown for comparison. Perform a check for seal-
ant prior to recovering a vehicle’s charge to protect your equipment from contamination.
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sources. It is a pure matter of safety that 

you cease and desist today! 

We all know that R1234yf is “mildly 

flammable,” and there are certain safe-

guards built into machines certified to 

the proper SAE standards for servicing 

these newer systems that the old R134a 

cabinets simply do not have. Another 

big difference is the R1234yf ma-

chine’s requirement that a refrigerant 

identification test be performed prior 

to evacuation and recovery of the ve-

hicle’s charge. Are you doing that prior 

to pulling in the charge on that retrofit 

machine? 

Considering that you’ll be servicing 

R134a systems for some time yet and 

the number of vehicles you’ll see fitted 

with R1234yf will just keep growing, 

bite the bullet and invest in the proper 

equipment to do the job.  

Finding those lost dollars 

(leaks) 

Locating and fi xing even the smallest 

system leaks is also more important, 

in part due to the high cost of R1234yf. 

It’s also critical due to the lower system 

capacities. As I’ve already noted, even a 

10 percent drop in charge will impact 

cooling capabilities and oil fl ow through 

the system. 

The most commonly used leak de-

tection method is fluorescent dye, so 

allow me to offer a few notes on its use. 

First, it may take a bit longer for dye to 

circulate through the system than it 

used to on some models. If you’ve fixed 

the big leaks and want to make sure you 

got them all, ask your customer to return 

after a few days for a recheck.  

It also helps if you match the UV light 

you’re using to the dye and wear the yel-

low lenses that the dye maker includes 

with their detection kit. Yes, UV lights op-

erate in a range of frequencies, and the 

dyes can also vary from maker to maker. 

Also, be aware that many manufac-

turers are adding dye at the factory. It’s 

not going anywhere unless there’s a leak, 

so check to see if dye is already in the 

system before adding any. If you do add 

some, add only 1/4 ounce to the system. 

With the lower oil capacities of today, it 

is easier than ever to overdose the sys-

tem with dye if you use too much. 

A neat tip I also learned at the MACS 

MANY NEW CARS COME WITH DYE from the factory so check 
before adding any additional dye to the system. If you do add, add 1/4 
ounce only to avoid “overdosing” the system.

TO MAKE THE DYE EASY TO SEE, use a UV light 
recommended by the dye manufacturer. For best fl uorescence, the 
two should be matched.

THE SNIFFER COULDN’T DETECT THE LEAK since the refrigerant was trapped under the protective sheathing, but after letting the system 
run for a while, the dye became obvious. 
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event (in a class taught by Standard 

Motor Products’ Peter McArdle) may 

be helpful when you suspect that small 

leak is in the evaporator core. Park the 

suspect vehicle in the sun and close up 

the cabin nice and tight. The idea is to 

build up the interior heat level to raise 

the pressure of the refrigerant in the 

evaporator core and to give the oil that 

may be coating the interior surfaces of 

the core to fall to the bottom. The heat 

increases the pressure of the gas, too, 

making it easier for the gas to escape.  

After the vehicle has sat for a few 

hours, take a Styrofoam cup and place 

it under the evap drain tube prior to 

starting the car and turning the A/C on 

“max cold”. The idea is to capture the 

first droplets of the water condensing on 

the outside of the evaporator in the cup. 

Now use your UV light to look for dye.  

You can also use your sniffer to check 

for the captured gases in the evaporator 

case by sticking it up in the evap drain 

line prior to start up. Since refrigerant is 

heavier than air, the fumes should col-

lect in the bottom of the case. On some 

cars, removing the blower motor resistor 

allows access to the base of the evapora-

tor as well.

On the high side, hose leaks right at 

the hose crimps are common. To help 

you find those stubborn ones, get the 

system pressures high by running the 

system for a while and then checking 

for leaks immediately after shutdown. 

An option is to use the same tactic I dis-

cussed when trying to coax out every 

last ounce of refrigerant — preheat the 

system by closing the hood and running 

the engine until it reaches normal oper-

ating temperature. If you live in a warm 

climate, simply putting the vehicle out 

in the sun for a while may be enough to 

push up system pressures and reveal 

the leak. All of these are techniques you 

can try using the service equipment you 

likely already own. 

Yes, the fundamental principles that 

allow us to keep our customers cool in 

the summer and warm in the winter 

haven’t changed. But the way we have 

to service these systems to keep them 

at their peak efficiency has!   

TRAIN ING
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H
ybrid and electric vehicle 

cooling systems are anything 

but boring. Unless you have 

had no internet access, you 

have probably read that the entire auto-

motive industry is moving towards the 

electrifi cation of their vehicle lineup. It is 

time to get the proper training and tools 

to service these complex cooling systems. 

Two years ago, our automotive tech-

nology department received a grant 

to develop and provide hybrid and 

electric vehicle training to automo-

tive program teachers at high schools 

and colleges in our state. The purpose 

of the training was to help prepare the 

next generation of service profession-

als for jobs in the electrified automo-

tive industry. We purchased three new 

electrified vehicles for this training: A 

Hybrid-Electric Vehicle (HEV), a Plug-

In Hybrid-Electric Vehicle (PHEV), and 

a Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV).  

As part of the curriculum develop-

ment process, I began exploring the 

technology of each of these vehicles. One 

technology I had not thought much about 

is their cooling systems. As you will see, 

some of these cooling systems are very 

complex with multiple coolant loops, 

switching valves, one-way valves, chill-

ers, heaters, pumps and dozens of hoses. 

PHEVs have the most complex systems, 

followed by HEVs and then BEVs.  

All of these cooling systems require 

special procedures for diagnostics, 

service, maintenance and repair. For 

this article, we will concentrate on the 

liquid cooling systems; however, some 

hybrid and electric vehicles use air 

cooling for some of their components. 

Hybrid-Electric Vehicle (HEV) 

cooling systems 

Th e fi rst vehicle I explored was a 2017 

Toyota Prius HEV. We picked the Prius 

because it has been the top-selling hy-

brid in the U.S. for the last 18 years. Any 

HEV will have a complex cooling system 

due to the fact that an Internal Combus-

tion Engine (ICE) is still involved in pro-

pelling the vehicle. Th e Prius is a series-

parallel hybrid; this hybrid type has the 

most complex cooling system when 

compared to series hybrids and parallel 

hybrids. Th e Prius has fi ve coolant loops 

as shown in Figure 2. 

Prius Internal Combustion En-

gine (ICE) cooling — The 2016-2019 

HYBRID AND EV 
COOLING SYSTEM 
SERVICE 
UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW TO PREPARE FOR THESE TYPES OF REPAIRS

JOHN D. KELLY // Contributing Editor

PHOTOS: JOHN D. KELLY

REFILLING THE HIGH-VOLTAGE BATTERY cooling system using a vacuum fi ll procedure 
on a 2017 Chevrolet Bolt EV.

1
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Prius has four parallel coolant loops that are connected to 

the upper section of the radiator just for the ICE. This cool-

ing system has 11 major components and 14 coolant hoses!  

1. ICE Cooling Loop 1, for ICE Cooling 

2.  ICE Cooling Loop 2, for Expansion and Air Bleeding Loop  

3.  ICE Cooling Loop 3, for Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) 

Cooling and Throttle Deicing Loop 

4.  ICE Cooling Loop 4, for Exhaust Heat Recovery for Fast 

Warm Up Loop 

Prius Power Electronics (PE) and Transaxle cool-

ing — There is a single coolant loop connected to the lower 

section of the radiator for the high-voltage electronics and 

transaxle. This cooling system has five major parts and six 

coolant hoses.  

5.  Power Electronics and Transaxle Cooling Loop 

Prius High Voltage (HV) Battery cooling/heating — The 

HV battery on the Prius is air cooled/heated with a single 

cooling fan pulling in air from the passenger compartment 

and pushing it out the one-way pressure relief vents in the 

rear quarter panels. 

Plug-In Hybrid-Electric Vehicle (PHEV) cooling 

Th e second vehicle I explored for our training project was a 

2018 Chevrolet Volt PHEV. We picked the Volt for training pur-

poses because it has the longest range (53 miles) of any PHEV 

sold in the U.S.A. As you may know, GM recently stopped pro-

duction of the Volt and has made a commitment to move to a 

Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV) lineup.  

The 2016-2019 Volt has the most complex cooling system I 

have ever seen in a vehicle! The Volt has seven coolant loops, 

25 major components, 31 coolant hoses, and three electric 

coolant pumps as shown in Figure 2. The incredible com-

plexity of the Volt cooling systems is a result of having almost 

all the same basic components found in the Prius HEV plus 

four additional liquid cooled components:  

1. The On-Board Charging Module (OBCM): Located 

in the trunk area, this module is used when an Alternating 

Current (AC) charge cord is plugged into the vehicle to charge 

the HV battery. This module does not develop heat unless the 

charge cord is plugged in. Although the vehicle is typically 

powered off while the charge cord is plugged in, it is normal 

for coolant pumps, fans, heaters or the air conditioning (A/C) 

compressor to run to maintain battery temperature. 

2. The Accessory Power Module (APM): Also located in 

the trunk area, this module provides power for the 12V system 

and charges the 12V battery. It develops more heat when the 

demand for current in the 12V system increases. 

3. The HV Reserve Energy Storage System (RESS): 

RESS is GM’s name for the HV battery in their vehicles. It 

develops heat while both charging and discharging. For op-

timum performance, the HV battery must be heated in cold 

weather and cooled in hot weather. 

4. HV Cabin Coolant Heater Control Module: This mod-

ule is used to heat the passenger compartment with the ICE off. 

Volt Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) cooling — The 

2016-2019 Volt uses three parallel coolant loops that are con-

nected to the ICE radiator. This cooling system has seven 

major components and 11 coolant hoses! Additionally, the 

THE 2017 TOYOTA PRIUS has a two-section radiator, fi ve cooling 
loops, 16 major components, 20 coolant hoses and two electric 
coolant pumps.

THE FIVE COOLANT LOOPS of the 2016-2019 Toyota Prius HEV

2
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Volt uses a heated electro-mechanical thermostat that is con-

trolled with a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) signal from the 

Engine Control Module (ECM).  

1. ICE Cooling Loop 1, for ICE cooling  

2.  ICE Cooling Loop 2, for EGR cooling  

3.  ICE Cooling Loop 3, for Expansion and Air Bleeding  

There is a single coolant loop connected to a PE radiator 

for the high-voltage electronics and transaxle. The PE radiator 

is actually the upper portion of the A/C condenser. This cool-

ant loop has six major parts and 10 coolant hoses.  

4.  Power Electronics (PE) cooling loop 

Volt High Voltage (HV) Battery cooling/heating — The 

HV battery on the Volt uses a single coolant loop with an ex-

ternal coolant chiller (a mini-evaporator connected to the A/C 

system), and a 1.5 kW internal heater, coolant hoses, cooling 

manifolds and cooling plates. These cooling plates have tiny 

coolant passages. Never use stop leak or used coolant or cool-

ing passage restrictions can occur. 

5.  HV Reserve Energy Storage System (RESS) Battery cooling/

heating loop 

Volt high-voltage Cabin heating — Cabin heating uses 

two coolant loops. The Volt uses a HV 7.5kW electric heater in 

the right front fender to heat the coolant before it is fed to the 

heater core. In certain low temperature conditions, the ICE 

can be activated to help add heat to the coolant for additional 

passenger comfort. 

6. Cabin heating (ICE Off) loop

7.  Cabin heating (ICE On) loop. This loop utilizes a one-way 

coolant f low check valve to prevent cabin heater coolant 

from entering ICE reservoir with the ICE on. 

Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV) cooling systems 

Th e third vehicle I explored for our training project was a 2017 

Chevrolet Bolt EV (BEV). We picked the Bolt EV for training 

purposes because at the time, it had the longest range (238 

miles) of any electric vehicle for less than $40,000. Obviously, 

there is no ICE to complicate things, but without waste heat 

created by an ICE, BEVs need a way to heat the coolant for 

the heater core in the passenger compartment. Th is means 

that BEVs have an extra coolant loop that most other vehicles 

do not have. Th e Bolt EV has three coolant loops as shown in 

Figure 3. 

Bolt EV Power Electronics (PE) cooling — There is a 

single coolant loop connected to a dedicated PE radiator for 

THE ICE COOLING and Cabin Heating Coolant Loops of the 2018 
Chevrolet Volt 

THE 7 COOLANT LOOPS of the 2016-2019 Chevrolet Volt PHEV

THE BOLT EV DRIVE UNIT (Traction Motor and Gear Reducer) 
housing showing the coolant passages with heat sink fi ns.

4 5

6
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the HV electronics. This cooling system has seven major parts 

and 10 coolant hoses. 

1. Power Electronics cooling loop 

Bolt EV High Voltage (HV) battery cooling/heating — 

The HV battery on the Bolt EV has an external 2.5 kW heater, 

external coolant chiller (a mini-evaporator connected to the 

A/C system) and internal cooling manifolds, cooling plates 

and coolant hoses.  

2.  HV Reserve Energy Storage System (RESS) battery cooling/

heating loop 

Bolt EV high-voltage cabin heating — The Bolt EV uses a 

HV 7.5 kW electric heater to heat the coolant before it is fed to 

the heater core to heat the air in the passenger compartment. 

3. Cabin heating Loop

Cooling system maintenance procedures 

In North America, HEVs have been around for almost 20 years; 

PHEVs and BEVs have been around for almost 9 years. I am 

sure their coolant hoses have hardened, their coolant has de-

graded and their heat sinks have started corroding, but they 

continue to function well. If I operated a service center, I would 

look into the maintenance guides for these vehicles and selling 

the required services at the correct intervals. 

GENERAL COOLING SYSTEM INFORMATION: 

ICE and PE coolants: Each vehicle manufacturer has their 

own coolant recommendation based upon the materials in 

which the coolant must flow as well as the operating condi-

tions in which it must exist. Coolants for HEVS, PHEVs and 

BEVs are typically the same coolant used in the ICE, but with 

the following additional precautions and warnings: 

Only use new pre-mixed 50/50 coolant upon refilling the 

cooling system. Failure to use new coolant, the correct type 

of coolant or the correct 50/50 ratio of coolant to distilled or 

de-ionized water can cause: 

• Cooling fin corrosion inside the heat generating Power 

Electronics components leading to poor heatsink perfor-

mance, overheating and eventual premature failure.  

• Restriction of the passages inside the HV battery cooling/

heating plates. This can lead to overheating, setting Diagnos-

tic Trouble Codes (DTC), and HV system shutdown 

• Loss of HV isolation at a battery coolant heater element. 

This will set DTCs and shut down the entire HV system.

 

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE: 

Toyota: The pink colored Super Long-Life Coolant (SLLC) is 

scheduled to be replaced in the: 

THE 3 COOLANT LOOPS of the 2016-2019 Chevrolet Bolt EV BEV HEV, PHEV AND BEV cooling system components

7 8
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• ICE, every 10 years or 100,000 miles (160,000 km) and then 

every 5 years or 50,000 miles (80,000 km) afterwards.  

• PE, every 15 years or 150,000 miles (241,400 km) and then 

every 5 years or 50,000 miles (80,000 km) afterwards.  

General Motors (GM): The orange colored DEX-COOL 

coolant is scheduled to be replaced every 5 years or 150,000 

miles (241,400 km).  

Nissan: The blue colored premixed NISSAN Long Life 

Coolant used in their BEVs is scheduled to be replaced every 

15 years or 125,000 miles (200,000 km).  

SERVICE PROCEDURES: 

Pressure testing the cooling systems for leaks is permitted; how-

ever, keep in mind that some low temperature PE cooling system 

pressures as low as 5 PSI (35kPa) may be much lower than the 

20 PSI (140 kPa) for the high temperature ICE cooling system. 

Over-pressuring a system could cause coolant leaks and possible 

component damage. WARNING: If the PE or HV Battery coolant 

levels are low, the vehicle may not be safe to drive. A leak test and 

visual inspection must be performed. Some batteries have an 

inspection plug to check for coolant leaks. 

After draining the coolant, a vacuum fill procedure is re-

quired for refilling the PE and RESS cooling systems on the 

Chevrolet Volt and Bolt EVs. This method works very well at 

removing the air from these complex systems before pulling 

the coolant into the system. The Toyota service information 

only recommends a traditional air bleeding procedure for 

their PE cooling systems. Many Toyota HEV have air bleed 

valves to help remove trapped air. I believe the vacuum fill 

method would work great for the Toyota HEVs.  

After the vacuum fill or traditional air bleeding, an electric 

water pump must be activated with a scan tool to circulate the 

coolant and remove air bubbles. If all of the air is not removed 

from the inverter coolant loop of a Prius, inverter damage can 

occur and trigger up to 17 non-recoverable trouble codes.  

Some original spring style hose clamps are glued in place 

on the hose. When attempting to remove the hose clamp, it 

is critical that the clamp is not rotated or repositioned so that 

is tears or damages the hose. You must replace the hose if the 

clamp needs replacing. 

Newer vehicles have active grille shutters to control airflow 

through the radiator and improve aerodynamics at higher 

vehicle speeds. A scan tool can test the function of the shut-

ters if an overheating issue is encountered.

Summary

We have covered a lot of material in this article, but there is 

much more to learn. Hopefully you have learned enough from 

this article to determine if you need more training on this and 

other hybrid and electric vehicle topics. Best wishes! 

Further information:  www.repxpert.us

Everything you need when working 
with INA Timing Chain Kits ,from 
Schaeffler.  Whether it’s product 

updates, technical training, or 

installation guides – with just a few 

clicks automotive professionals 

can quickly and conveniently find 

everything that they need to do the  

job right the first time.  Every time. 

EXPERT TO EXPERT!

SCAN TOOL CONTROL of ICE coolant pump during air 
bleeding procedure

JOHN D. KELLY is a professor of automotive 
technology at Weber State University in Ogden, 
Utah, and a former technician. He specializes in 
automatic and manual drivetrain and NVH diagnosis 
and hybrid and electric vehicle technology. 
Jkelly1@weber.edu
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THIS BUS ACTUALLY HAS 
THREE COMPRESSORS, but 
only the top two can be seen. 
The OE is mounted low on the 
passenger side, while these two 
add-ons are right up top. Each 
powers an independent loop, with 
the three systems using different 
amounts of R-134a refrigerant.

// UNDERCAR

M
ACS returned to California for our annual 

Training Event and Trade Show (MACS 2019) 

on Feb. 20-23 in Anaheim. Many of the indus-

try’s top trainers were there from companies 

like ACDelco, Bosch, Carquest and Delphi (just to name a few), 

along with several HD manufacturers like AGCO, CAT and 

Komatsu. We learned about A/C troubleshooting from Honda 

Tech Support, what’s going on in A/C repair shops (through 

Ward Atkinson’s survey report), and saw new technology at 

the trade show.  

Possible new EPA regulation coming in 2019  

Th ere’s been a lot of activity regarding refrigerant regulations 

in the last few years, and our recent saga started back in 2015 

when the EPA issued what we call “Rule #20.” For those of us 

who work on passenger cars and light trucks, one of its main 

points said that beginning with model year 2021 vehicles, it 

would no longer be acceptable for manufacturers to use R-

134a. This is mostly due to its (Global Warming Potential 

(GWP), which is said to be 1,430 times more harmful to the 

environment than CO2 (carbon dioxide).   

Following that rule (in fact, the very next day) two refrig-

erant manufacturers, Mexichem and Arkema, sued the EPA 

over this requirement. They thought the rule was unfair be-

cause the only practical alternative OEM car makers had was 

to switch over and use the new R-1234yf refrigerant, which is 

subject to many patents that prevents them (the plaintiffs) 

from making it.  

The way they went about the court case was to say that  the 

EPA did not have the authority to regulate HFCs because the 

original Clean Air Act only specified CFCs and other ozone-

depleting substances. Since Congress never gave EPA author-

ity over these global warming gases (as is proposed by the 

recent Paris accord and Kigali amendments to the Montreal 

Protocol, which our Congress has not yet ratified), the EPA is 

not allowed to regulate them. 

MACS 2019 
MOBILE A/C UPDATE

THE ANNUAL MOBILE AIR CONDITIONING SOCIETY’S TRADE SHOW AND TRAINING EVENT 
ALWAYS HAS PLENTY TO OFFER ATTENDEES. DIDN’T MAKE IT? HERE’S WHAT YOU MISSED!

STEVE SCHAEBER // Contributing Editor

PHOTO: STEVE SCHAEBER   
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Federal Judge Brett Kavanaugh and 

two others agreed with Mexichem and 

Arkema, effectively throwing out that 

part of Rule #20 back in August 2017. 

Since then, there have been appeals, 

with the most recent going to the U.S. 

Supreme Court. However, as Kavanaugh 

is now an Associate Justice, the highest 

court declined to hear the appeal, mak-

ing the lower court’s rule stand. 

In the meantime, EPA issued Rule 

#21 in September 2017, which gave us 

our current refrigerant regulations 

(the purchase restriction), among oth-

ers, such as self-sealing cans. The rule 

primarily affected Section 608 and was 

widely supported by the industry, so no-

body thought it would become an issue. 

And it hasn’t really, except that EPA 

is now reconsidering some of those 

regulations. Although we primarily 

live in the 609 world here with respect 

to mobile A/C, we are still affected by 

what happens with 608 (which includes 

the EPA’s refrigerant management pro-

gram, under which it regulates the pur-

chase of all refrigerants). 

This brings us up to date with what’s 

been going on. But the story’s not over yet.  

Back in September 2018, EPA is-

sued a proposed rule (Protection of 

Stratospheric Ozone: Revisions to the 

Refrigerant Management Program’s Ex-

tension to Substitutes). In it they plan to 

revisit regulations pertaining to HFCs 

and other substitute refrigerants. Most 

of these would have the biggest effect 

on technicians and companies who 

work in the commercial/residential/ 

industrial refrigeration markets, such 

as those techs who service rooftop air 

conditioners on office buildings, ware-

houses and residential home central 

A/C units. 

However, there is one line in the pro-

posed rule that could affect those who 

work in mobile A/C. The line simply says, 

“EPA is also taking comment on whether, 

in connection with the proposed changes 

to the legal interpretation, the 2016 Rule’s 

extension of subpart F refrigerant man-

agement requirements to such substitute 

refrigerants should be rescinded in full.” 

That’s a mouthful, but basically it means 

that the EPA is considering whether it 

should rollback the rule requiring techni-

cian certification to purchase mobile A/C 

refrigerants (like R-134a and R-1234yf), 

along with the requirement for small 

can manufacturers to install self-sealing 

valves in those cans. 

Should EPA decide to move forward 

with this rule, anyone would be allowed 

to purchase mobile A/C refrigerant (with 

the exception of R-12 which is statutory 

under the original clean air act). 

And while it would also rescind the 

self-sealing valves, we don’t expect to see 

them go away. Can makers have spent 

huge sums of money changing over their 

production lines to manufacture self-

sealing cans, and market prices have 

already adjusted to the change. Plus, the 

adapters and hose sets are readily avail-

able, and getting rid of them now would 

seem to be unfavorable. 

So, at the time of this writing, we 

don’t know exactly what’s going to hap-

pen. All we’ve heard from the EPA so 

far is that they’re planning to announce 

their next regulation soon — maybe be-

fore this year’s A/C season starts.

Aftermarket modifi cations of 

MVAC systems  

Sometimes after a vehicle is manufactured 

by an OE, it’s sent to an outfi tter for modi-

fi cation. Th ese can range from luxurious 

interiors (including rear seat beverage 

coolers and secondary A/C systems) in 

limousines, party buses or conversion 

vans, to converting a vehicle for accessible 

use. When the technician needs to modify 

the factory A/C system to do this, they are 

required to comply with the EPA’s SNAP 

use conditions for the OE refrigerant.  

Th is basically means that if a vehicle 

was originally manufactured with an 

A/C system that uses R-1234yf, then the 

technician needs to keep that system, 

any additional A/C circuits, and any ad-

ditional refrigeration loops, as still using 

BUS A/C INSTALLATION VARIES 
depending on its confi guration. On top is 
“Type A” made from an incomplete chassis. 
Below is a “Type D” transit-style converted 
to look like a trolley train car. Note its skirt-
mounted condensing unit, just forward of 
the rear axle. 

PARTY BUSES AND AIRPORT 
SHUTTLES like this have such large 
interior volumes to cool that one A/C 
system simply can’t keep up. Note the 
rear ceiling-mounted evaporator/blower 
assembly, which is driven by an independent 
compressor and refrigeration circuit that’s 
separate from the OE dash-mounted unit.

1

3

43.7% R-134a (139/318) 
56.3% R-1234yf (179/318) 

2019 VEHICLE 
COUNTS @ PHL 
AUTO SHOW
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yf and not some other refrigerant or blend. Th is also applies to 

R-134a vehicles. 

But as you’ve no doubt seen before, not too many of these 

modifi ed systems are set up exactly the same from one vehicle 

to another — see Figure 1. Th at’s just how it is with custom mods. 

Th e EPA knows this, and they provided some guidance for the 

industry as to what would be acceptable to the regulator. 

For example, if a technician is adding rear A/C to an extended 

van with an existing front/dash-mounted system, they are re-

quired to use the same refrigerant as the OE. So, if it’s an R-134a 

system, you must keep it R-134a. Likewise if it’s an R-1234yf sys-

tem, you must use yf in the conversion, while also following the 

SNAP use conditions for yf (like using an evaporator that meets 

SAE Standard J2842). 

In another scenario, some modifi cations require the instal-

lation of a second (or even a third) completely separate A/C 

system. An example would be installing A/C in a school bus or 

party bus, which sometimes have so much interior space that 

even with two evaporators, a second compressor with one or two 

more evaporators is required (Figure 2). Because these buses 

usually start out as incomplete chassis by the OE, they are not 

allowed to use yf refrigerant, and R-134a needs to be used in 

each of the separate systems. However, if it’s a modifi ed complete 

chassis that originally came with yf, any additional refrigeration 

loops must be fi lled with yf and not R-134a.  

Primarily the reason is because the EPA does not want ve-

hicles running around with two A/C systems that use two dif-

ferent refrigerants, as this presents an all-too-easy opportunity 

for refrigerant cross-contamination. But they’re also concerned 

with technicians trying to defeat safeguards (like using service 

port adapters that convert a system from a low-GWP refriger-

ant to a higher one). 

MACS 2018 fi eld survey 

Every few years MACS conducts a survey of both our member 

shops and non-member shops to fi nd out how A/C service is 

being performed and what are the most common issues facing 

technicians today. 

Shops on average are servicing between 26 and 50 A/C sys-

tems during the peak season, and most of the customer com-

plaints are simply, “It ain’t coolin’.” Th e majority use R-134a, but 

we’re seeing more yf systems in the aftermarket (more than 200 

shops reported working with yf) as some of these vehicles have 

now been out of warranty for two or more years — see Figure 4. 

Compressor clutch failures topped the “Reason for Service” 

list, followed by leaking service ports, line connections, hose 

crimps, compressor (case or shaft seal), condenser, evaporator, 

drier, expansion device and fi nally, switches (Figure 5). Not 

surprisingly, the most common yf component to be replaced 

were condensers, as they’re front and center to ram air and all 

the road dirt, debris, salt and (in the northeast) winter brine 

solution that loves to rot them out.  

Ward Atkinson, MACS technical advisor, presented this 

year’s survey data, explaining that since MACS started these 

bartecusa.com
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field surveys back in 1990, “We’re not 

seeing the same type of internal me-

chanical compressor failures anymore 

like we used to, and that’s because of 

today’s tighter, lower charge systems. 

They’re being made to keep the lubri-

cant inside the compressor and not 

circulated around in the system.” This 

means that even as refrigerant slowly 

leaks out over time, it’s not carrying as 

much oil with it, and although this leads 

to eventual performance issues (and the 

need for service), more compressors are 

hanging on to cool another day. 

We’d bet most shops don’t like to 

admit to this, but inadequate diagnosis 

was called out by more than 80 respond-

ents, indicating that a closer look may 

have been warranted in at least some of 

those cases. Shops reported most often 

that a second leak had been found (or 

maybe the original leak was missed the 

fi rst time), followed by defective replace-

ment parts and secondary failures. 

We learned another interesting point 

when we asked which leak detection 

method do you use, and more impor-

tantly, which do you prefer? MACS 

members use electronic detectors more 

often, but both groups prefer to use trace 

dye when possible. Th is makes sense too, 

because especially if dye is added by the 

factory, it should be present at most leak 

sites by the time it shows up in our bays. 

Except for those few locations where 

dye generally cannot be found in an A/C 

system, the intuitive nature of dye is what 

makes it so useful. If you see it, there must 

be a leak, and if you can see where it’s 

coming from, you know what to repair.  

Sealants also continue to be some-

what of a problem with people not 

wanting to work on exposed systems, al-

though we did fi nd that member shops 

are more willing to take on the challenge. 

Th at likely has to do with a shop’s level of 

expertise, but we don’t blame those who 

pass up the chance. One false move and 

you “own it,” including the potential dam-

age to your shop’s equipment. 

Flushing is a very interesting subject, 

and whether or not you can flush dirt 

and debris versus just oil is a big ques-

tion that often sparks debate. As most 

people are beginning to identify, you’re 

probably not going to get most of the big 

chunks out, but if the little particles can 

be suspended in liquid, there’s a better 

chance with them. Th ere’s also the issue 

if you can even get most of the fl ush sol-

vent back out of the system, which is a big 

question particularly for the OEs. Th eir 

concern is that any solvent not removed 

can remain in the system, diluting the oil 

and reducing its lubrication capability for 

the compressor. See Figure 6. 

We also wanted to know where shops 

are buying their parts and what is their es-

timated amount of “defective new” parts. 

Th e bulk of responses said they’re getting a 

WE ASKED SHOPS to tell us their Top 10 Reasons for A/C System 
Service, broken down by which refrigerant they were working with. Failed 
compressor clutches topped the list for R-134a, but it was condensers 
that failed most often with yf. Considering that most aftermarket service 
on yf systems is for accident repair, this comes as no surprise.

SYSTEM FLUSHING IS PERFORMED by most A/C repair 
shops, although some won’t take a chance, and prefer to only replace 
parts. Still most will at least try to fl ush simple items like lines and 
hoses, but not more complex items like condensers, evaporators, 
driers, TXVs, muffl ers and certainly not compressors. 

MITSUBISHI’S MIRAGE has been the 
all-time industry leader when it comes 
to which car uses the LEAST amount of 
refrigerant, at just 9.5 ounces! 

FORD CONTINUES TO BE THE ONLY 
OEM who lists the oil type and system 
charge amount along with refrigerant 
information on J639 underhood labels for 
all of their vehicles. This helps technicians 
know exactly which type of oil belongs in the 
system and more importantly, how much.
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pretty good supply of parts, of course with the majority buying in 

the aftermarket. Still OE parts play an important role, particularly 

with low volume items. And as you’d expect, the most commonly 

returned “defective new parts” were compressors, electrical com-

ponents, condensers and hose assemblies.  

Finding yf 

As part of our continuing effort to document the industry’s 

changeover to R-1234yf, MACS once again attended the Phila-

delphia Auto Show to see the new models, open a few (actually 

all) hoods, and see what refrigerant is being used. Th is year we 

skipped a few brands we knew had already changed, and specifi -

cally scoped out those we had missed in previous years, as well 

as some we were really curious about. Here’s what we found. 

• Since dealers sold the last R-134a Jeep (Patriot MK74) 

in 2018, and now having converted the remaining “old” mini-

vans (Caravans built on the RT platform were supposed to be 

discontinued but have held on due to high fleet demand), the 

only remaining FCA model that has yet to be yf converted is 

the Abarth 124 Spider, which we don’t expect will happen any 

time soon. It’s built in Japan by Mazda and finished by Abarth 

in Italy, so until Mazda converts (any) vehicles (this one’s a 

cousin to the MX-5 Miata), we expect it to remain R-134a for 

the time being.  

• The only newcomer we saw from Ford was the Transit 

Connect van, which is made in Europe and has been the sub-

ject of controversy for some time, as many are imported as pas-

senger cars and later converted to avoid a 25 percent U.S. tariff.  

• Mitsubishi may only sell three models in the U.S., but 

one of them holds the all-time record for the lowest refriger-

ant charge of any newly manufactured vehicle. Mirage uses 

only 9.5 ounces of R-134a! See Figure 7. 

• We didn’t check any of the BMW models, as they switched 

their entire lineup for 2018. Same goes for all JLR (Jaguar Land 

Rover) and Minis. We also tied off other brands that have fully 

switched this year, including Alfa Romeo, Chrysler, Dodge, 

GMC, Jeep, Lincoln and VW. 

• We could only find two holdouts, and not surprisingly 

they are Mazda and Mercedes. The latter makes sense, as 

there was quite a controversy over the new refrigerant more 

than five years ago that included MB recalling 432 SL-Class 

yf vehicles through U.S. dealers back in 2012. And now that 

the EPA’s MY2021 cutoff has officially been revoked, there’s 

a real possibility that we may not see Mercedes use yf in the 

States for many years. One reason they would want to switch 

is if they need the CO2 credits. But Daimler is in a unique posi-

tion, as they build some of the most expensive, high-end luxury 

vehicles in country, and as such they command a premium 

which likely includes a few dollars to “purchase credits” from 

other OEMs who have extra to sell. Mazda, on the other hand, 

is just exactly that — 2019 Mazdas average 28.2 mpg with their 

lowest (CX-9) getting 23. Meanwhile MB models average only 

20.9 mpg. And with both around 2 percent market share, you’re 

not dealing with huge offsets anyway. 

• Acura converted ILX, MDX and RDX production over to 

yf, but not all variants. MDX hybrids still use R-134a with ND-

OIL11 (POE). And now that Honda uses yf in the HR-V, they 

have only to change the Fit to complete their lineup. 

• Hyundai switched a big portion of their systems this year. 

Santa Fe, Sonata, Tucson, and Veloster now use yf, which gives 

Hyundai a 2/3 internal majority. And in most likelihood, two of 

the models we saw with R-134a (Elantra and Santa Fe XL) were 

probably built right before the factory switch to yf, considering 

the Elantra GT and Santa Fe base already use it. If that’s the 

case, they saved hybrid models for last to switch, which makes 

sense given their added complexity. 

STEVE SCHAEBER is the Manager of Service 
Training for the Mobile Air Conditioning Society 
(MACS) Worldwide and Technical Editor of 
ACTION™ Magazine.
steve@macsw.org
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I
t’s no surprise on a hot summer day 

that a customer greets you at the 

service desk stressed out over their 

car. Their car isn’t keeping them 

cool, it’s uncomfortably hot, they’re per-

spiring, and they’re probably more than 

a little temperamental about it. All be-

cause today of all days, with all the plans 

they had made, the car decides to have 

a non-functioning air conditioner. To 

make matters worse, the vehicle was re-

cently in the shop (hopefully not yours) 

for some unrelated work, and now that 

the air conditioning is out, it most obvi-

ously is related to what was done the last 

time it was in the shop. And, of course, 

it’s entirely the mechanic’s fault.  

Whatever the case may be, the real 

issue isn’t the who-done-it, but rather 

determining what is actually wrong 

and how you are going to solve their 

problem. So where do you start to solve 

this issue quickly and efficiently?  

As with any diagnostic work, the 

challenge is to isolate and find the 

cause and not so much the results that 

have brought the customer to your 

door step. We know why they’re here; 

let’s find out how to get them back on 

the road. The first thing is to listen to 

the customer, but keep in mind, the 

problem can be two-fold. One, the cus-

tomer’s assumptions can be perhaps… 

misleading, and two, the air condition-

er’s lack of cooling the interior may not 

be the air conditioner’s fault.  

For this article, we’re going to go 

through a few case studies in which the 

cause of the failure wasn’t the previous 

shop or the air conditioning system it-

self. Instead, these studies bring up the 

point that it could be something that af-

fects the actual air conditioner’s perfor-

mance. I’m not going to dwell too much 

on the technical side of the repairs, but  

morese on how you can use your inves-

tigative skills to read between the lines 

of the customer’s story and sort out what 

is really the issue. 

Case #1:  The dog did It   

Besides the customer’s name, phone 

number and address, the first thing 

on any work order should be what the 

nature of the customer’s complaint is. 

With that information in hand, you can 

observe and verify the problem areas of 

the vehicle using the customer’s expla-

nation as a guide.   

“Before we can repair, we must be 

aware” is my little slogan that I often 

used when diagnosing a problem. 

Now, I know this sounds like the 

same old thing you’ve read in every 

diagnostic article, but it’s so true. Do 

the basics first. Observe, check circuit 

fuses, grounds and communication 

(not necessarily in that order). Doing 

the preliminary work is part of every 

diagnostic job even if it’s a drivability 

concern. Even if the customer only 

came in because the radio won’t tune 

to their favorite channel. You have to 

do the basics.  

In this particular case, you could 

have started with checking pressures 

with a set of gauges, or you could have 

simply used your thermal gun and 

checked the system’s temperature at 

various points to determine whether 

or not the refrigerant load was within 

specs. However, sometimes listening 

and observing (to the car and the cus-

tomer) is the most important part of the 

diagnostics.  

As his story goes, he uses this par-

ticular vehicle as a pilot vehicle for large 

wide loads that are transported across 

the country. He travels through various 

climate zones and long distances with 

lots of hours behind the wheel — mean-

ing, a lot of the vehicle’s systems are on 

for hours and hours, all of which could 

play a factor in this case. But there’s one 

more detail that he briefly mentioned 

HOT CUSTOMER – 
HOT CAR 
NOT ALL AIR CONDITIONING PROBLEMS ARE IN THE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM!

SCOTT “GONZO” WEAVER // 
Contributing Editor

PHOTOS: SCOTT “GONZO” WEAVER

A CLOGGED EVAPORATOR CORE will 
not only slow the air fl ow through the core, 
but will cause less transfer of heat. The 
head pressure rise will be a clue as to what 
is happening even before you get a look 
at the core itself. Photo courtesy of Dan’s 
Automotive Center, Spring, TX
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that led to the solution.   

The bed of his truck is set up like a 

traveling hotel room with all the crea-

ture comforts of home. He also brings 

along his favorite companion, a 3-year-

old English Shepherd named Jake.   

English Shepherds are known to 

shed their coats profusely, and Jake 

spends most of his driving time lying 

down on the passenger floorboard right 

in front of the recirculation vent. The re-

circulation system worked more like an 

automatic fur removal machine than 

anything else. The blower motor would 

suck the loose fur off of Jake through 

the recirculation vent and deposit it on 

the surface of the moist evaporator core 

where it stuck like glue. After some time, 

the fur would collect into a nice flat matt 

of hair, almost like a layer of felt.  

As I listened to his story, my cus-

tomer had no idea he was telling me 

exactly where the problem was. His 

description of how good of a dog Jake 

was and how he would stay right there 

on the floor just watching him drive on 

a hot afternoon also told me this wasn’t 

a once-in-a-while adventure.   

In this case, the air volume from 

the vents was the issue. So, why in this 

case does this problem stick out as the 

probable cause of the air conditioning 

failure more than anything else? Lis-

tening to the customer’s story intently, 

knowing that this kind of dog has a ten-

dency to let the fur fly, and knowing the 

operational workings of this particular 

air conditioning system, it all added 

up to some simple detective work that 

arrived at the solution to the problem 

without a single tool involved.  

Obviously, the core had to come out. 

Once the core had been removed, you 

could clearly see that the evaporator 

core was a solid wall of dog hair. What is 

even more remarkable — he didn’t men-

tion or notice the muffled sound from 

the blower motor. The gradual clogging 

of the evap core had happened so slowly 

that the eventual drop in the air f low 

wasn’t even noticed over those long trips.  

The solution: Replace the core, clean 

the ducting, and a new blower motor 

wouldn’t hurt either. Then, add a filter 

in front of the recirculation grille to 

catch the dog hair that could be easily 

cleaned when Jake had another f lurry 

of loose fur. Problem solved.   

Case #2 – Too much pressure  

Talk about head pressure! Some cus-

tomers just have to blow off  steam when 

they come into the repair shop. Whether 

it’s from some poor information or bad 

service or they’re just too dang hot un-

der the collar for much more than a 

WHEN THE RADIATOR FAN IS OFF, the high-side pressure will 
rapidly increase until it reaches the cutoff point. Photo courtesy of Dick 
Kreiger — ConsuLab product is EM-2000HB1234yf A/C trainer.

NORMAL HIGH-SIDE PRESSURE should hover around 175 
psi. with everything working correctly. Photo courtesy of Dick 
Krieger — ConsuLab product is EM-2000HB1234yf A/C trainer.
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good old-fashioned rant at the service 

counter. Th is time around it’s an early 

2000 Buick with an air conditioning 

problem, or at least that’s what the cus-

tomer assumed it was.  

Each time the air conditioning was 

turned on it would turn off after a few 

minutes, if not sooner. The car was at 

another shop that had quickly made the 

call to replace the entire system. This 

customer wasn’t buying that diagnosis. 

Again, the key to the start of this diag-

nosis was to listen to the customer’s 

story. As in a lot of these stories, you 

tend to get a bit lethargic, if not sleepy 

listening them. But you just have to; it’s 

important.   

Think of it this way: don’t listen to 

the story; listen to what they’re not 

telling you. I’m actually listening for 

things like the time of the day, how long 

they’ve driven the vehicle, or how often 

the problem occurs. Ask questions like, 

what were the driving conditions, is it 

in any way predictable, and ask if they 

can make the problem happen now. 

The intermixing of grandma’s choco-

late cookie recipe and the kid’s basket-

ball game are not much help in regards 

to the diagnostic make up, but it is part 

of the story, so you best act like you’re 

interested in those tidbits, too.    

After pulling the car into the service 

bay, the first thing to do was to simulate 

the problem and observe the results. I 

always say that diagnostic work involves 

looking and examining, not just repair-

ing or adjusting. Whether that includes a 

scanner read or just a quick lean over the 

fender, it all falls under the umbrella of 

the diagnostic fee. However, if you move, 

disturb, change, adjust or tighten a bolt, 

you’re NOT diagnosing. If to further 

your diagnostic work you have to install 

a drive belt, evacuate and recharge the 

system, that’s not diag work, that’s part of 

a repair, and you should charge accord-

ingly. You can continue the diagnostics 

after that work has been completed.  

This time around, the diagnosis was 

rather simple. Hook up a set of gauges 

and observe the pressure changes. As 

the compressor would click on, it would 

only take a few minutes before the 

high-side pressure started to rise higher 

and higher to the point it reached the 

high-side limit and dropped the volt-

age to the compressor. In this case, it 

wasn’t the air conditioning’s fault at all 

— it was the cooling fan. No fan pulling 

air through the core raised the internal 

pressure of the air conditioning system 

to the danger point.  

The solution: replace the coolant 

fan. This time around the connections 

were perfect — just the fan was bad. 

The best part was that the air condi-

tioning head pressure calmed down 

as quickly as the overheated customer. 

Just hope grandma has some of those 

cookies baked.   

What does the future hold? 

Th ese days with the “learn strategy” meth-

ods of operation, things are quite diff er-

ent. The vehicle’s computer can make 

little adjustments to various systems to 

maintain them in the desired range of 

operation. Th ings like controlling a de-

sired torque response that compliments 

what the customer feels while driving as 

well as shift points and emissions levels. 

Th e typical A/C compressor engagement 

that would drop the rpm level slightly can 

now be mapped out of the system by ad-

justing the electronic throttle, and the use 

of the PWM compressors also eliminates 

the stress on the belt as well as the com-

pressor. (Th e electrically operated com-

pressors are even eliminating even more 

of those internal stress loads.) 

This can also mean the story from 

the customer may take on a completely 

different aspect to the repair. Every 

component and system being inter-

connected with the next system can 

make diagnostic work that much more 

of a challenge. Today, unlike in previous 

years, listening to the customer’s story 

may be even more important than ever 

before. The customer’s understanding 

of the inner workings of today’s cars 

will be even more limited than in the 

past. So, cooling off that hot customer at 

the service counter may take a bit more 

understanding and listening than ever 

before. (Might ask grandma for an extra 

batch of those cookies for your service 

counter.) 

IF THIS IS WHAT YOU SEE with the 
air conditioner on, and the head pressure 
is rising, start looking for causes and 
cures relating to the coolant fan and not 
necessarily the air conditioning system.

SCOTT ‘GONZO’ WEAVER 
After more than three 
decades as the owner of an 
automotive electrical repair 
shop in Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
ASE Master Tech Scott 

“Gonzo” Weaver now writes and teaches 
the latest automotive technology. As a 
storyteller, he has hundreds of published 
humorous and anecdotal stories that can be 
found on his website, www.gonzostoolbox.
com. Gonzo is also the author of the book, 
‘Hey Look! I Found the Loose Nut’. 
gonzosae@aol.com
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I 
have been writing for Motor Age since 

May 2000, and so, when I submitted 

my application for the college instruc-

tor’s job in December of that year, I in-

cluded copies of Motor Age that featured 

my articles, and to this day, I believe my 

position as a contributing editor for this 

magazine was one of the determining fac-

tors in landing the job that a whole lot of 

other guys had applied for. And for those 

who think they want a college instructor’s 

job, well, you need to realize going in that 

it’s as demanding (and sometimes frustrat-

ing) as it is rewarding. Th ere were times 

when I fully believed I had no idea what 

I was doing there. As of the writing of this 

article, I am teaching my way through my 

19th year, and I plan to retire at the end of 

May from my teaching position. 

I’ll still be writing a feature or two 

for Motor Age every year if Mr. Pete 

Meier (Motor Age Technical Editor) 

will work with me on that front, but 

since I’m no longer going to be neck 

deep in vehicle repairs every week, I’m 

not sure how many more articles I’ll be 

able to hammer out, because the ar-

ticles I’ve been writing for the past 20 

years have been real stories from the 

service bay, and where Motor Age Ga-

rage is concerned, that’s the only kind 

of story that works. My time in the ser-

vice bay will be limited after May, I’m 

afraid, and that’s where the photos and 

stories come from. The point is that, 

while I’m not saying you’ve heard the 

last of me, my articles won’t be quite as 

regular. Although, if I can write enough 

for Motor Age to hang on to my “senior 

contributing editor” status, that’d be 

peachy. Time will tell. 

During my teaching tenure at the 

college, I have forged enough of a repu-

tation with those qualified to have work 

done in this shop to have lots of real-

world repair stories, and those are the 

stories I tell. Most of the customers we 

serve like the work we do, so they keep 

coming back for more, and since expe-

rience is the best teacher, my people get 

hammered with a lot of work. Some of 

it is pretty doggone tough, but that kind 

of pressure either molds my people into 

functional techs or drives them away 

from the profession. I want them to 

face tough jobs here so they can handle 

them out there. I consider my program 

to be “boot camp,” and they either pass 

or fail based on what they’re able to 

handle. My desire is for every graduate 

to be a living legend, but that’s more up 

to them than it is to me. 

“It’s broke” is all they know 

We get vehicles hauled in on wreck-

ers, trailers and yanked by chains, and 

sometimes when they show up, nobody 

even called to tell me they were coming. 

A couple of weeks ago a 2006 Mazda 6 

showed up with the complaint that 

“something happened, and the timing 

belt came off,” which made no sense 

whatsoever on this engine, but then, 

most every service writer faces this kind 

of thing. Don’t get me wrong; I’m not 

ridiculing my customers, but for years it 

has boggled my mind that some of them 

don’t even know what year or model 

their vehicle is, let alone which engine 

is in the vehicle, but that’s OK, because 

we can fi gure that out as the work order 

is being written. But then sometimes 

they’re not sure how to describe what’s 

going on; they just know the vehicle is 

“broke” and can’t be driven, and they 

want us to work some kind of magic. 

In the case of the Mazda, we dis-

covered that the idler pulley bolt had 

broken off f lush with its hole, which, as 

it turned out, was somewhat difficult 

to access. There’s a thick aluminum 

bracket between the pulley/spacer as-

sembly and the hole in the block the 

bolt is threaded into, but the bracket 

TOUGH SPOTS
SOMETIMES WE’RE FACED WITH SIMPLE FAILURES IN PLACES THAT ARE 
ALMOST OUT OF REACH 
RICHARD MCCUISTIAN // 
Contributing Editor

PHOTOS: RICHARD MCCUISTIAN 

EVEN AFTER SITTING IN THE YARD for a few months, this Fusion still looked pretty good 
after it was washed.
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is designed in such a way that the bolt 

passes through a long notch instead of a 

round hole on the way to the block. This 

is something of a blessing, because you 

can at least see the broken bolt — but 

on the other hand, if the bolt was pass-

ing all the way through a hole in the 

bracket and into the block, the bracket 

would probably support the bolt rather 

than allowing it to flex and break off. 

On this Mazda, with the tire and 

splash shield removed, the pulley area 

is fairly accessible and we managed to 

use a left-hand twist drill bit to succeed 

in snatching that broken-off piece of 

bolt out. Having worked the requisite 

“some kind of magic” at this point (it’s 

what we do, ya know), we had found the 

original pulley and its spacer lying in 

there, and so I found a suitable bolt the 

right length in a can of junk bolts (8mm 

1.25 thread pitch). With a new belt and 

that replacement bolt in place with the 

original pulley, we got that one going 

in short order. 

Wait, what? Another one? 

About 10 days later, a 2008 Ford Fusion 

2.3L, FNR5 Transaxle with 212,564 miles 

showed up on a trailer. Like the Mazda, 

this one had been sitting in the yard un-

til all the other pulleys were rusty and 

there were spiderwebs everywhere. And 

like the Mazda owner, the Fusion owner 

struggled to explain what the problem 

was, but it didn’t take long to fi gure out 

that this one had broken the same bolt 

as the Mazda 6 had. Th is is obviously a 

high mileage failure due to the fl exing 

of that bolt.  

Well, what we knew from experience 

was that the first thing we had to do was 

to get what was left of that broken bolt 

out of its hole, and that was a LOT harder 

on this ‘08 Fusion than it had been on 

the Mazda 6, because the broken bolt 

wasn’t visible at all — that spot on the 

end of the engine is about two and a half 

inches from the car body, and removing 

the fender splash shield didn’t help this 

time, because we were looking at two 

thick layers of steel between us and the 

broken bolt we needed to extract. 

I know the guy whose daughter 

drives this car well enough that I didn’t 

need to call and ask him whether I 

could make a nice round hole in the car 

body to get to that broken bolt. Heck, 

the hole would be covered by the splash 

shield anyway, and it’d make the job a 

lot easier for the next guy. We did some 

tape measuring and Sharpie marking, 

and with a 2-1/4-inch hole saw and an 

arm-twisting DeWalt 1/2-inch corded 

electric drill, we made ourselves a nice 

(if slightly off-center) access port, but 

this broken bolt wasn’t quite as friendly 

as the one on the Mazda had been. 

Everybody who works with a drill 

in situations like this knows that if you 

spin the bit too fast, both the bolt and 

the bit tend to get hot. That makes the 

bolt harder and the bit softer, which 

GARAGE

IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN ODD TO ME how we get two jobs alike within a few days of each 
other with such similar circumstances. Both cars broke the same bolt and both sat in the yard 
for a few months before anything was done about it. A few years ago we got two identical Ford 
Explorer Harmonic balancer failures the same week. 

THIS IS ONE WAY TO GET TO A TOUGH SPOT. The caveat would be that, if the hole 
were sawed in a load-bearing place, body strength might suffer, but that didn’t look like it would 
be the case here. 

SOME OF YOU GUYS MAY HAVE SEEN THIS MULTIPLE TIMES — the pulley bolt has 
almost no support to keep it from fl exing in this slot and it eventually gives way. I expect to see 
more of these eventually. 
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brings the entire job to a screeching halt — literally — since 

screeching is the sound the bit makes in those situations. A 

regular air drill isn’t the best tool for this job, because with the 

air drills we have, it’s difficult to control the speed of the drill. 

Using a drill bit extension I snagged from the local Harbor 

Freight, we managed to use the electric drill and a new bit 

to put enough of a hole in that bolt to get it out with a screw 

extractor. Whew! 

Okay, now we needed more than just a new pulley, which 

was all the parts store had to sell us. We also needed the spe-

cial spacer that goes behind the pulley, but the Ford place 

had one in stock, along with a new pulley and bolt, all in one 

neat package for $28.   

My problem with this new Motorcraft part is that the 8.8 

Metric bolt isn’t (in my opinion) hard enough. If it was, these 

bolts wouldn’t be breaking off on more than one vehicle. On 

the other hand, a harder bolt might be a lot tougher to drill out 

if it did break. I went with the bolt that Ford included with the 

pulley, and when we installed a new belt, we found we needed 

to replace the battery, which was badly cracked around the 

negative cable, and we had to replace the negative cable end 

as well, but that wasn’t much of a problem. We checked the 

oil and coolant and fired the Fusion right up. After setting the 

tire pressures (they were all low), we put it back on the road. 

Coolant leak, Nissan style

Back in 1990, I traveled to Panama City Beach with some 

friends for a Saturday at Shipwreck Island. We were traveling 

on 2 vehicles, and one of them was a Toyota van, which sprung 

an odd coolant leak from the joint of a steel heater hose Y on 

the way back, and they had to stop and refi ll the radiator about 

every 15 miles or so. Panama City is only 100 miles from where 

I live (they were from Tuscaloosa), and so that night we parked 

the van and I told them I would see if I could do something to 

plug the leak the next morning after church.   

With the van jacked up and the tire and splash shield re-

moved, I wire-brushed the place where the water was trickling 

out of that tee and used a bottle torch and some acid core sol-

der to forge a repair that got them back to Tuscaloosa without 

a hitch. In their eyes, I was Superman with a torch. I have since 

learned that Toyota had issued TSB 007 on 4-15-88 that read this 

way: To maximize corrosion resistance of the heater pipes on 

Vans (YR), the material of the heater tubes has been changed 

from the previous epoxy powder painted steel type to brass. 

That’s what the dealer put on their Toyota when they got back 

home, but they reported later that my repair held all the way.  

Well, just last week about the time we got done with the 2008 

Ford Fusion, a 2000 Nissan Frontier that belongs to one of the 

college welding instructors came to us on Friday afternoon 

with a coolant leak vaguely similar to the one I had fixed back 

in 1990 on the Toyota van. One of the heater hoses is connected 

to the passenger side of the engine block via a steel 3/8 pipe-to 

5/8 hose 90-degree fitting, and the Nissan had just that morn-

ing began to pee coolant out of that fitting. We took a photo 

of the leak and zoomed in to decide if it was the hose or the 

fitting and determined that it was indeed the fitting after all. 

Furthermore, we had to remove the starter to access this fitting, 

WE HAD TO PUT OFF STARTING THE FUSION because of this 
battery situation. This vehicle had suffered some serious neglect and 
abuse in places.

WE WERE ABLE TO SEE THIS LEAK with the fender splash 
shield removed, and we were able to remove the fi tting after fi rst 
removing the starter on the Nissan Frontier. I had to explain to her that 
she didn’t need to drive it with a leak like this unless she wanted to 
cook the engine. 
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and we managed to screw it out of there 

with a 19mm wrench. The fitting was 

breached from the inside by electroly-

sis, it appeared, and while we could have 

welded it, we decided that replacing the 

fitting seemed more apropos. 

Fortunately, this part wasn’t so ter-

ribly proprietary that we couldn’t find 

another one — except that all the other 

ones we found that day had 1/2-inch 

pipe thread rather than 3/8. We ran out 

of time that first day (which was the end 

of the week) and so the Nissan had to 

spend the weekend on the lift before we 

could get a part, but that job ended well.

Another one bites the hook 

Another regular customer came wheel-

ing in with an F-150 on a roll-back — it 

had sheared the driver-side lower ball 

joint, and we had to fi x that one outside 

the shop, but it was fairly straightfor-

ward. Get a jack and a stand under it, 

break out the ball joint service set, pop 

the old ball joint out and replace it with a 

new MOOG, and the rest is history. 

There was also the 2004 Mercedes 

E320 with collapsed engine mounts that 

shook the whole car when you dropped 

it in reverse. We replaced all three 

mounts (both engine and the tranny 

mount), which took about four hours, 

and in the process found a bent inner 

tie rod, which we also replaced. Interest-

ingly, the dealer he visited had charged 

him $700 to replace the upper ball joints 

(which bolt in, list for $80 each and total 

listed labor time is an hour) then they 

quoted him $1,100 bucks to replace the 

two engine mounts, which (list price) 

are $149 each and the labor is 4 hours. 

Don’t know where that estimate came 

from. Based on list price and $100 an 

hour I could come up with about $750 

on the mounts, but using the same stan-

dard, I could only justify about $300 for 

parts and labor for the upper ball joints. 

We don’t charge labor, but I generally 

have my students check dealer parts 

prices and labor times for grins. 

At about that time, a game warden 

came in on his ’98 Chevy K2500 Crew 

Cab hunting truck with a popping noise 

in the front end, hubs that wouldn’t en-

gage, and rear brakes that liked to skid 

when stopping cold. 

The four-wheel drive problem on 

that K2500 turned out to be a missing 

fuse, but the popping noise was a lot 

more serious — the frame had cracked 

right at the place where the steering box 

mounts. When we showed him that, he 

called a friend who, in his words, “fixes 

these all the time,” but he wanted us to 

handle the brakes. The shoes on the 

driver side rear were coming apart, 

and it needed both wheel cylinders, 

but first we had to bang around on the 

drum hubs to get those big 60 pounders 

off. The same rust that had attacked the 

frame had also tried to weld the drums 

to the hubs, but we made it happen with 

some skillful hammer work and a shot 

or two of PB Blaster®. The warden got 

new rear brake shoes and wheel cylin-

ders, and he was good to go. By the time 

all these jobs were done, everybody 

was sufficiently hammered. A load of 

happy customers and students who are 

slightly more experienced made it all 

worthwhile. 

THIS IS THE LEAK WE FOUND on the 
Frontier, but locating a fi tting like this one in 
town turned out to be pretty demanding. We 
made it happen the following week. 

THIS WAS AFTER THE BRAKE AS-
SEMBLY had been washed down with 
brake parts cleaner, but a new set of shoes 
was defi nitely in order for the K2500. 

HERE IS ONE OF THE COLLAPSED Mercedes E320 mounts (the one on the left) and the 
bent inner tie rod we discovered in the process. 

RICHARD MCCUISTIAN 
is an ASE-certified Master 
Auto Technician and was a 
professional mechanic for 
more than 25 years. Richard 
is now an auto mechanics 
instructor at LBW 

Community College/MacArthur Campus in 
Opp, Ala. rwm19@mail.com
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Y
ou may have heard about 

Chrysler’s Secure Gate-

way Module (SGW), but 

in case you haven’t, it is 

going to change some things as far as 

aftermarket diagnostics are concerned. 

I put together a comprehensive write 

up on the SGW to help technicians un-

derstand how it works, why it is neces-

sary and how to prepare for service on 

SGW-equipped vehicles. It contains 

some opinion in addition to information 

from Chrysler factory training as well as 

service info pulled from TechAuthority. 

What is the SGW?

Let’s start by talking about what the Se-

curity Gateway Module is and its pur-

pose. The SGW was implemented in 

some models in the 2018 model year 

and all models 2019 going forward. 

The SGW in short is a module whose 

function is to keep the communication 

networks secure. Th e SGW protects the 

vehicle networks by creating a fi rewall 

between two portions of the network 

with the most vulnerability. Th ese are 

the telematics/radio unit and the DLC. 

So how does the SGW work? It sepa-

rates the vehicle network into private 

and public sectors. The public sector 

includes the telematics unit and the 

DLC. Everything else on the network is 

considered private. Access to the private 

sector of the network is limited — as of 

now — to Chrysler licensed devices. 

As for the physical structure of the 

network, the DLC connects directly to 

the SGW via a Diagnostic CAN C and 

a Diagnostic CAN IHS bus. The term 

“diagnostic” is used to describe the bus 

from the SGW to the DLC only. The 

SGW is also connected to the CAN C 

and CAN IHS busses on the private side 

of the network but is often not directly 

connected to the LIN bus. It is con-

nected directly to the radio via a CAN 

IHS and sometimes an additional CAN 

C bus. These are also on the public side 

of the network. This is important to a di-

agnostician because although they are 

not identified as separate networks on 

the wiring diagram, the signals on the 

public networks may not mirror the pri-

vate side of the network. The SGW wir-

ing diagram may make it look like the 

SGW functions as a central gateway, but 

it is important to note that it is not used 

to communicate signals among mod-

ules on the private side of the network. 

It serves as a frame gateway and does 

not provide signal gateway functionality. 

The SGW does not contain any drivers 

and does not directly operate or control 

any vehicle components, but rather al-

lows only authenticated messages on to 

the private networks. 

What is authentication? 

Th e SGW authentication process takes 

place in the Chrysler servers. As of now, 

there are two tools that will allow au-

thentication through wiTECH 2.0: the 

Micropod II and a J2534 device. I asked 

Joey Hendrich at AE Tools to help ex-

plain the advantages/disadvantages of 

these two options. 

When using a J2534 device, the wi-

TECH subscription is registered to the 

software, essentially locking it to the 

computer. With the Micropod II, the wi-

TECH subscription is locked to the tool, 

allowing it to be used on any computer, 

tablet, or even smartphone as long as a 

connection to the internet is available.  

When working with the Micropod II, 

the vehicle communicates through the 

Micropod II directly with the Chrysler 

MAKING SENSE OF 
CHRYSLER’S SGW 
CHRYSLER’S SECURE GATEWAY MODULE WILL CHANGE AFTERMARKET ACCESS. 
HERE’S WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW.
MIKE REYNOLDS // Contributing Editor

PHOTO: AES WAVE

AUTEL IS ONE COMPANY that is 
offering a bypass cable to circumvent the 
SGW. It requires accessing and unplugging 
the SGW module.
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servers via WiFi. The browser of said 

laptop/tablet/smartphone logs into wi-

TECH to access vehicle communication.  

The operation through a J2534 de-

vice is a little different. A J2534 device 

works with drivers and downloaded 

software, which is ported to the wi-

TECH cloud instead of using an in-

ternet browser. With both of these 

systems, an internet connection must 

be available at all times, including dur-

ing test drives. Most smartphones now 

have WiFi hotspot capabilities. Using 

a Micropod II, the WiFi must be regis-

tered on the pod as well as the laptop, 

whereas when using the J2534 device 

which communicates via USB, the WiFi 

must be registered to the computer 

only. This can make the pod less desir-

able for use when test driving.  

It is important to note that the J2534 

wiTECH software only offers coverage 

from MY 2010 forward. The Micro-

pod II coverage goes back to 2004 on 

CAN vehicles and covers all models 

2009 forward. Chrysler is also using 

MEGA CAN, which is only supported 

by J2534-3 devices. While a J2534-2 

device will work with wiTECH, it may 

have limited functionality on some of 

the MEGA CAN vehicles. MEGA CAN 

is used on everything 2018 up, but it can 

also be found in the Renegade and Fiat 

500 going back to 2015 as well as the 

Compass, Alfa Romeo Giulia, and Fiat 

Spyder in 2017. 

What does all this mean for us? 

Unauthorized devices will be allowed 

read-only or passive access to the pri-

vate network. “Passive” means the ability 

to read codes and data but does not in-

clude the ability to clear DTCs, perform 

actuator tests, special functions, ECU 

confi guration, fl ashing or module resets 

on the private side of the network.

There is, however, a ray of sunshine 

for repair shops not yet ready to invest 

in tooling right away, in that Mode 

$04 on the generic side of a scan tool 

will still allow codes to be cleared in 

the PCM only. When dealing with the 

engine controller, a sub-$100 scan tool 

from the parts store can have nearly the 

same capabilities on these vehicles as a 

five-figure aftermarket tool with the lat-

est updates. It is important to note that 

many generic code scanners will often 

show cleared codes as permanent codes, 

whereas the wiTECH will not display 

permanent codes. This can be impor-

tant when pre-/post-repair scanning. 

FCA opened up access to after-

market companies in November 2018. 

Snap-on, Bosch, Autel and G-scan are all 

working with Chrysler towards a solu-

tion, but there will likely be some chal-

lenges getting a tool to work with the 

FCA servers and integrating a solution 

to the need for constant WiFi.  

I have always said that many of the 

aftermarket tools are much more user 

friendly and often offer much better 

data display and recording features 

than the OEM tools. Overall, I have 

been impressed with the wiTECH 

software, except for the data graphing 

and record functions. These functions 

might end up being more user friendly 

on an aftermarket interface. 

If you’re on the AESwave email list, 

then you have probably seen the 12+8 

adapter Autel has released. This cable 

essentially goes in place of the SGW. It 

will require removal or access of the 

unit, which is typically located either 

under the driver’s side of the dash or be-

hind the infotainment unit (the torque 

spec for the SGW bolts is 44 in-lbs. in 

case you were wondering). Removing 

the infotainment unit may not be ideal, 

but since the SGW does not serve any 

function beyond securing the network, 

Celebrating the Nation’s  

Most Promising Up-and-Coming 

 Transportation Technicians!

Submit a Nomination at: 

TechForceFoundation.org/FutureTechsRock 
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it would seem like this should be a vi-

able solution and would provide full 

network capability. Furthermore, this 

solution may be useful in diagnosing 

faults with the SGW, as faults in the 

SGW may mimic faults in other mod-

ules. It is also notable that “no com-

munication with SGW” codes do not 

exist when using this cable. I might 

still expect to see communication 

codes associated between the radio 

and modules that communicate with 

it, as the circuits will be interrupted. 

Why the SGW?

Before you begin to think Chrysler is intentionally attempting 

to lock out the aftermarket using the SGW, let’s fi rst talk about 

the security vulnerabilities vehicle owners face across all car 

lines, how Chrysler has addressed them, and how we may see 

other manufacturers jump on board with similar systems. 

In 2015, hackers were able to remotely take control of a 

2014 Cherokee and manipulate many vehicle features includ-

ing the steering and braking. 

This certainly wasn’t the first 

instance of vehicle hacking, 

but it gained the most atten-

tion, much of which revolved 

around a well-documented 

video of the attack posted 

on YouTube. The video goes 

into detail about how the 

hackers studied potential 

weaknesses in the system 

and were able to manipulate 

them — even going so far as 

to talk about the potential to target specific VINs and control 

them remotely using the cell networks, without ever needing 

to make physical contact with the vehicle. This led to a recall 

being issued on these vehicles and ultimately played a role in 

the development and implementation of the SGW. 

While the hackers in that particular instance focused on 

the telematics units, that is not the only weakness in modern 

vehicles. You will notice that the SGW also isolates the DLC, 

which is what we, in aftermarket repair, are concerned about. 

Consider how many cheap dongles I am sure many of you have 

removed from your customers’ vehicles in order to connect 

your scan tool. I would say at least 25 percent of the vehicles I 

see daily have a dongle from either an insurance company, a 

DLC to cellphone code-reading device or fleet/mileage tracker. 

All of these units work wirelessly, and many of them transfer 

data directly through wireless or Wifi networks. It stands to rea-

son that if hackers can hack a factory Chrysler radio/telematics 

unit, that getting into one of these networks would be less of a 

challenge. Hopefully I have painted a picture of why this type 

of technology is necessary and likely to become standard with 

other vehicle manufacturers. 

I am told that other manufacturers like Ford, Nissan and 

Subaru are following suit and that they may even be rolling 

them out in 2019-2020 models. I don’t necessarily think this 

will make the aftermarket scan tools obsolete; however, I do 

see many changes on the horizon. Maybe the aftermarket 

tools are able to integrate with the OEM systems, which would 

likely give them OEM capabilities like programming. At the 

same time, I could see this driving the cost of the aftermarket 

tools sky high. Either way, changes are coming, and it is up to 

us to be prepared. 

MIKE REYNOLDS is the owner of Mobile Automotive 
Service Solutions in Charleston, SC, and an automotive 
instructor at Trident Technical College. He is certified as 
an ASE Master Technician (A1-A9, X1) along with L1 
and L3.  mike@masscharleston.com

THE SGW IS NOT A GATEWAY in the sense that you are 
used to. It’s more like a fence, blocking most of the modules 
from public access. 

PHOTO: FCA
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Th e automotive aftermarket doesn’t take 

a year off . To stay ahead of the competi-

tion and keep your customers safe on 

the road, you have to be on the leading 

edge of the trends, products, and inno-

vations evolving the industry.

AAPEX 2019 is the one place you 

can take part in three action-fueled 

days of hands-on training and explore 

the new-to-market products and ser-

vices that prepare you to handle any 

challenge that comes into your shop. At 

the automotive aftermarket’s premier 

event, you’ll participate in education 

handpicked for service professionals 

and connect with industry experts and 

colleagues from around the country. 

The latest insights, education, and 

groundbreaking products will be at the 

Sands Expo in Las Vegas November 5-7. 

Here’s just a sample of what you’ll find at 

AAPEX 2019:

Deep dive into Advanced 

Driver-Assistance Systems 

(ADAS)

Build your technical expertise in the 

growing technologies and products 

that can increase your customers’ safe-

ty. You’ll discover the potential for new 

business opportunities, discuss how 

many vehicles can be retrofitted, and 

learn proper installation. Th e ADAS Fo-

rum provides a path to the future of the 

automotive aftermarket industry.  

Groundbreaking new products

Innovation is crucial for anyone run-

ning a shop. In addition to exhibitors 

announcing new products on the ex-

hibit fl oor, the New Product and Pack-

aging Showcases feature hundreds of 

groundbreaking products all released 

within the past year. You can preview 

future products yet to hit the market at 

AAPEX Technology of Tomorrow. 

Hands-on training in the Mo-

bility Garage 

AAPEX’s leading-edge Mobility Garage 

provides underhood and alternative fuel 

training throughout the event. Check 

that your shop has all the standards and 

certifi cations needed to service today’s 

advanced vehicles, and engage one-on-

one with suppliers and exhibitors in this 

forward-focused area. 

The hottest industry topics at 

Let’s Tech 

These 20-minute sessions put you on 

the fast track to emerging technologies 

in the automotive aftermarket. You’ll 

learn about what’s new in products, 

tools, and mobile apps throughout vari-

ous segments of the industry. 

Virtual skill competition

A new showstopper in 2018, the AAPEX 

Virtual Vehicle Challenge is even better 

this year. Use VR technology to test your 

automotive knowledge and compete 

with other attendees for the best time. 

Daily winners receive free AAPEX 2020 

registration and housing for four nights. 

Registered AAPEX buyers can visit Level 

2 in the Sands Expo upper lobby to play.

Forward-looking education 

You’ll get the latest on the most pressing 

industry topics through AAPEXedu ses-

sions. In last year’s Service Professionals 

General Session, attendees learned how 

they can help to build a competent tech-

nician workforce and how to change 

the future education model. Th is year, 

you can learn more useful insights for 

the year ahead at the 2020 Aftermarket 

Outlook session that will prepare you for 

tomorrow’s automotive aftermarket. 

AAPEX also keeps you up to date on 

event information and the latest aftermar-

ket news through the AAPEX Blog, featur-

ing technology, trends, and all the hottest 

topics, published every two weeks. Check 

out the latest post from AASA Senior Vice 

President Chris Gardner, The Aftermarket 

Needs a New Adage: Technology Is an En-

abler. You can also find AAPEX TV-360 epi-

sodes covering aftermarket news, insights, 

and tips, including the most recent episode 

covering the shortage of technicians in the 

workforce, at www.aapextv.com. And stay 

in touch with the entire automotive after-

market community on social media using 

the hashtag #AAPEX19.

AAPEX 2019 is the only event that will 

keep your business and your career driv-

ing forward. See what else is in store for 

you and visit www.aapexshow.com now 

to register to attend November 5-7, 2019!

AAPEX is a trade-only event and is 

not open to the general public.

AAPEX is co-owned by the Auto Care 

Association and the Automotive After-

market Suppliers Association (AASA), 

the light vehicle aftermarket division of 

the Motor & Equipment Manufacturers 

Association (MEMA). For more informa-

tion, visit www.aapexshow.com.

Keep moving ahead at AAPEX 2019
EXPLORE NEW TECHNOLOGY WITH THE ENTIRE AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET INDUSTRY IN LAS VEGAS
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To meet industry trends, Tracerline® has devel-

oped leak detection products made specifi cally 

for R-1234yf A/C systems. The Tracerline® R-

1234yf product line includes complete leak de-

tection kits, dye injection kits, and replacement 

dyes. Over the past few years, automotive manu-

facturers have shifted over to using modern A/C 

units that utilize R-1234yf refrigerant. R-1234yf 

refrigerant has a lower Global Warming Poten-

tial (GWP) Rating than its predecessor R-134a. 

Today, most automotive manufacturers have 

adopted these highly effi  cient, ultra-low impact 

refrigerant systems.

The TPOPUV19 UV Leak Detection Kit is the 

perfect tool for diagnosing R-1234yf air condi-

tioning systems. Each kit comes complete with 

three Mini-EZ™ dye cartridges, an EZ-Ject™ dye 

injector assembly, an R-1234yf hose/coupler and purge fitting, 

and a 2 ounce (60 ml) bottle of GLO-AWAY™ Plus florescent dye 

cleaner. Also included in the kit is the TPOPUV OPTI-PRO™ UV 

cordless, violet light leak detection flashlight.

Each Mini-EZ™ cartridge treats one vehicle. These cartridges 

are excellent for automotive repair shops because it allows for 

single, billable dosing. This helps technicians and business 

owners simplify quoting jobs to customers. Additionally, these 

cartridges can be easily disposed of once the dye is added to 

the vehicle. Each Mini-EZ™ cartridge is filled with the exclusive 

Tracerline® FLUORO-LITE® 5 dye formula.

In 2019, Tracerline® announced the release of FLUORO-LITE® 

5 – the brightest, most advanced fluorescent leak detection dye 

formula in the world. As the inventor of fluorescent leak de-

tection, Tracerline® has been at the forefront of leak detection 

technology for over sixty years. This is the first time in over 

twenty-plus years that Tracerline® is releasing a completely new 

dye formulation.

FLUORO-LITE® 5 is brighter than the previous dye formula 

and provides the industry’s most optimal fluorescent response 

— far exceeding the performance and quality of comparable 

dye products. It has a greater resistance to extreme tempera-

ture ranges and moisture. This means the new dye formula has 

a much longer shelf-life. In addition, the dye performs better 

under stressful conditions and has greater stability. All of these 

qualities make FLUORO-LITE® 5 an excellent tool for long-term 

preventative maintenance and leak detection. FLUORO-LITE® 

5 dye is also co-solvent free and manufactured with OEM-

Grade materials. The dye can be safely added to the vehicle 

system and it won’t affect chemical properties or change how 

the equipment works. This means the dye can remain indefi-

nitely within the system for ongoing 24/7 leak detection. 

Once a repair is made, the dye can be used as part of a pre-

ventative maintenance program. Every time a customer comes 

back to have their vehicle serviced, all a technician must do is 

scan the vehicle system with a leak detection lamp. If there are 

new leaks in the system, the fluorescent dye will glow brilliantly 

and indicate the exact location of all new leaks. Fluoro-Lite® 5 

dye can find the smallest and most problematic leaks that would 

otherwise be impossible to detect.

Pairing with the new FLUORO-LITE® 5 dye formulation are 

two new and improved violet light LED leak detection lamps: 

the OPTI-PRO™ UV and the OPTI-PRO™ UV PLUS. These lamps 

provide optimal fluorescent dye response and contrast when 

scanning for hard-to-find leaks. 

After more than five years of R&D, the new Tracerline® prod-

uct portfolio featuring FLUORO-LITE® 5 is now available. Over 

250 million vehicles have used Tracerline® UV fluorescent leak 

detection dye to ensure quality, system integrity, and profes-

sional vehicle service.

Tracerline® Fluoro-Lite® 5 UV 
Fluorescent Leak Detection Dye
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WINDSHIELD WASHER PUMPS
Continental gives you the fi rst OE 
replacement pumps available to the 
market. A wide range of competitively 
priced SKUs offers coverage for Audi, 
BMW, Buick, Chevrolet, Ford, Honda, Volkswagen and Volvo. Un-
like some universal aftermarket designs, which do not perform 
up to OE standards, VDO Windshield Washer pumps are genu-
ine OE parts direct from the manufacturer, Continental. Built in 
ISO certifi ed facilities, they deliver OE fi t, form and function with 
easy plug-and-play replacement.
WWW.VDO.COM/USA

TECHNICAL TRAINING
WORLDPAC Training 
Institute (WTI) offers 
carline-specifi c advanced 
technical training, business 
management solutions and exclusive Smart Groups designed 
explicitly for independent repair shop professionals. Always 
developed and taught by experienced instructors, WTI training 
keeps you ahead of the learning curve to ensure your business 
remains competitive and profi table. View the complete class 
listing at the below website.
WWW.WORLDPAC.COM/TRAINING

PLAN AHEAD FOR 
AAPEX 2019
The Automotive 
Aftermarket 
Products Expo 
(AAPEX) is an event where you can connect with the more 
than $1 trillion global automotive aftermarket industry. In 2018, 
AAPEX featured 2,500 exhibitors and more than 51,000 target 
buyers. Save the date for AAPEX 2019, which will be held 
November 5-7 at the Sands Expo in Las Vegas. Visit the below 
website to register today.
WWW.AAPEXSHOW.COM

SOFTWARE UPDATE
Snap-on® invests in the latest technology 
innovations, resources and aftermarket 
repair relationships to strengthen tool ca-
pabilities on a regular basis. In the new-
est release, Snap-on helps technicians 
power up their productivity and overcome 
tough obstacles more quickly, thanks to 
innovative new features and the ability to 
handle hundreds of vehicle systems from 
49 different vehicle manufacturers.
HTTP://DIAGNOSTICS.SNAPON.COM/SOFTWARE

PAINTED ROTORS
Carquest Platinum Painted Rotors, an exclusive 
line of premium rotors offered by Advance Pro-
fessional and Carquest, are designed to meet 
professional repair facilities’ need for a high-performing rotor 
product that is visually appealing to today’s drivers. Engineered 
with a rust-inhibiting barrier that provides more protection than 
non-painted rotors, Carquest Platinum Painted Rotors help 
decrease brake noise and increase the life of a vehicle’s brake 
pads. For more information on quality Carquest products, call 
your local Advance Auto Parts or Carquest delivery location.
WWW.CARQUEST.COM

ORDER OE PARTS ONLINE
RepairLinkShop.
com is your 
online OE parts 
marketplace 
where OEM part catalogs and illustrations make fi nding and 
ordering OE parts from your local dealers as easy as clicking a 
button. Generate higher quality repairs while taking advantage 
of part discounts up to 38 percent with nine OEM-sponsored 
discount programs. Register for free at RepairLinkShop.com to 
get the right part, at the right time.
WWW.REPAIRLINKSHOP.COM

BRAKE DISCS
Textar engineers have utilized the know-how 
that comes from decades of producing premium 
OE brake pads to develop a perfectly matched 
brake disc that ensures the ultimate braking performance of your 
vehicle. The Textar range of brake discs is manufactured to pre-
cise German specifi cation and are application engineered for cars 
driven in North America. Textar brake discs, Textar brake fl uids 
(DOT 3, 4, 5.1), Textar anti-squeal pastes and Textar brake tools 
are available exclusively at WORLDPAC , as well as a full range of 
premier Textar brake pads, e-pads and brake shoes.
WWW.TEXTAR-WORLDPAC.COM

PARKING SENSOR 
DETECTOR
This 6 ½-foot long lead and 
specialized detector from 
Pico Technology allow a 
technician to test the opera-
tion of a vehicle’s ultrasonic 
parking sensors. Combined 
with a PicoScope oscilloscope, the strength of each sensor’s 
signal can be visually displayed and used to isolate malfunctions, 
installation issues or obstructions by aftermarket accessories.
WWW.PICOAUTO.COM/A305
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MORE EFFECTIVE 
STOPPING
Adaptive One brake 
pads feature an ad-
vanced noise reduction 
system that includes superior friction formulations and noise 
reducing features such as slots, shims and chamfers, which 
makes them effective on your car — and easy on your ears. But, 
that’s not all, Adaptive One Passenger Car brake pads’ Gold 
CleanCoat technology make them more effective at stopping 
during the break-in process. 
WWW.NAPABRAKES.COM

TREAD READER
The TreadReader™ from Atlas Automotive 
Equipment is an ingenious handheld scan 
tool that provides an instant 3D image 
of the tire, providing vital data such as 
tread depth and adverse wear. Advisory 
information like mis-alignment or uneven 
wear due to under or over-infl ation is also displayed, presenting 
a “no-question” presentation to the vehicle owner on the condi-
tion of their tires, and the recommended resolution whether it is 
immediate or in the future. 
WWW.ATLASAUTOEQUIPMENT.COM/TREADREADER

CARPET CLEANER
Meguiar’s, the worldwide leader 
in car care, introduced an exciting 
new product to its impressive line of 
premium car care products, Carpet & 
Upholstery Cleaner. This professional-
strength carpet and upholstery cleaner 
is formulated specifi cally for stain 
removal, performing general cleaning 
and freshening the entire interior with 
odor-eliminating technology.
WWW.MEGUIARS.COM

DIGITAL BATTERY TESTER
Clore Automotive introduces a new 
12 Volt Digital Battery and Electri-
cal Systems Tester with Integrated 
Printer, Model No. BA227, from SO-
LAR. The BA227 offers a complete 
testing solution for 12 Volt batteries 
and systems. Compatible with a wide 
variety of battery types, the BA227 is 
designed to test fl ooded, AGM fl at plate, spiral wound, gel cell, 
start-stop AGM and enhanced fl ooded batteries.
WWW.CLOREAUTOMOTIVE.COM
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Generate sales leads, maintain market 

presence, conduct market testing, promote 

existing lines, introduce new products and 

services, or recruit the best.

Call Michael Parra at 

Ph: 704-618-6145 or

  E-mail: michael.parra@ubm.com

MARKETPLACE OFFER YOU AN EXCELLENT  

RETURN ON INVESTMENT!

FOR MARKETPLACE OR 

CAREER OPPORTUNITY 

AD RATES/PLACEMENT: 

Work For You!
Let Marketplace Advertising

Electrical How-to-Book  
by Vince Fischelli (250 pages - 198 diagrams) $98.00

“Vehicle Electrical Troubleshooting SHORTCUTS”

Troubleshooting Batteries, Cranking Circuits and Charging Systems 
on-the-vehicle with just a DMM & Current Clamp plus a lot more!

Veejer Enterprises Inc.
www.veejer.com   972-276-9642

TRAINING

60 Lesson-Vehicle  

Electronics Course  
Now On-Line at this location

http://training.veejer.com

Print Out 
Lessons

Study at your 
own Pace

LIFETIME 
ACCESS 

FOR 
$249.00

Veejer Enterprises Inc.
972-276-9642 | www.veejer.com

HIT THE 

FAST LANE 

OF THE 

AUTOMOTIVE 

INDUSTRY

for Web Exclusives 

and Advertising 

Opportunities Go 

to our Websites

www.searchautoparts.com

For more information,  

call Wright’s Media  

at 877.652.5295 or  

visit our website at  

www.wrightsmedia.com

Logo Licensing    |    Reprints    |    Eprints    |    Plaques

Leverage branded content from Motor Age to create 

a more powerful and sophisticated statement 

about your product, service, or company in your 

next marketing campaign. Contact Wright’s Media 

to find out more about how we can customize your 

acknowledgements and recognitions to enhance 

your marketing strategies.

Content Licensing  

for Every  

Marketing Strategy

t Outdoor

t  Direct Mail

t  Print Advertising

t  Tradeshow/POP Displays

t Social Media

t Radio & Television

Marketing solutions fit for:
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How often do you inspect or replace 

your customers’ cabin air fi lter? It’s one 

of those service items that isn’t always 

the easiest to inspect, and it’s easy to 

overlook when speaking with them at 

the service counter. I hope that, after 

this little lesson, you’ll be more aware 

of just how important this filter is to 

the health of your customer and take 

this service a bit more seriously going 

forward! 

What is the purpose of the filter? You 

may have thought, as I once did, that the 

main job of the cabin air filter was to 

prevent leaves and other materials from 

entering the evaporator case. We’ve all 

seen evaporator cores clogged by waste 

on models not equipped with filtration 

and experienced the musty, moldy, 

odors that were a result of the decaying 

debris. And while that is a part of the fil-

ter’s job, it’s only a small part. 

Consider a few facts. One, the con-

centration of airborne pollutants in 

the cabin can be six to seven times 

higher than the concentration in your 

customer’s home. His or her morning 

commute doesn’t help, either. The con-

centration of pollutants on the highway 

is six times more in the center of the 

road than on the shoulders — which 

makes sense when you consider you’re 

traveling behind another car’s exhaust! 

But it isn’t only the exhaust that is 

trying to enter the cabin. Diesel particu-

lates, tire debris and brake dust are just a 

few of the more than 200 identified pol-

lutants circulating through the interior 

of a typical automobile.  

Let’s not forget pollen and other al-

lergens. More than 40 million Ameri-

cans suffer from these allergens and the 

problem becomes worse when these al-

lergens are concentrated inside the car. 

If you’re one of them, you know what I’m 

talking about. 

How do you know when the filter 

needs replacement? How do you help 

your customer choose a replacement 

filter that will deliver maximum per-

formance? Those are just a few of the 

topics I’ll cover in this month’s “The 

Trainer.” And when you’re done watch-

ing, you’ll be able to help your customer 

breathe a little easier!

PETE MEIER // Technical Editor

THE CABIN AIR FILTER IS THERE TO PROTECT THE CABIN OCCUPANTS FROM DANGEROUS 
EXPOSURE TO AIRBORNE POLLUTANTS AND ALLERGENS. WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU 
RECOMMENDED IT BE CHANGED?

BREATHING EASY — THE NEED FOR CABIN AIR 
FILTER SERVICE  

SIGN UP FOR YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY AT  MOTORAGE.COM/MATCONNECT

MOTORAGE.COM/may19trainer



AVAIL ABLE EXCLUSIVELY AT

BRAKE PADS 

& ROTORS
FROM BRAKEBEST SELECT
Let Us Be Your Parts & Equipment Supplier

INSTALL PREMIUM

www.oreillyauto.com/professional-catalogs

PREMIUM BRAKE PADS
• OE performance for all driving conditions
• OE-style friction material formulations
• Integrally molded for increased durability
• Slotted and chamfered noise-reducing design
• Stainless steel hardware included on  

select applications

CERAMIC BRAKE PADS
• Enhanced CERAMIC formulas; our BEST ceramic brake pad
• Ceramic formulations for quieter performance and low dust
• Integrally molded for increased durability
• Slotted and chamfered noise-reducing design
• Stainless steel hardware included where applicable

NEW PAINTED HAT  

ROTORS
• Covers 2004 and newer models
• 1000+ painted part numbers
• Running change, availability may vary

ADV 1412

FIRSTCALLONLINE.COM

Visit our website for a complete, internet-based catalog  
designed exclusively for the Professional.

MAKING IT FASTER AND EASIER  

THAN EVER TO ORDER PARTS
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